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Cover Story 

Luca wins again! 
Ch. Davenitch Shiloh Luca 

Sire: Ch. Kennebec Ice Anchor 

Dam: Winstonwil's Tigger, CDX 

Whelped: May 25, 1987 

Breeders: Susan and Joseph Weigel 

Thank you, Judge Andrea Ternus! 

Luca was born in Knoxville, Tennessee. She came to Davenitch as a 
stud fee puppy and soon became top dog. She was admired by everyone 
and has won many friends with her loving, "pet me" attitude. 

She quickly finished her championship, which included a 5 pt. major 
Best of Breed from the puppy class over quite a few group winning spe
cials. She has since won numerous Group Ones. 

Her main career highlights include Best of Sweepstakes at the 1988 
National Specialty, Best of Breed at the 1989 CWCCSC Specialty, National 
Specialty, and Best in Show, Best of Opposite Sex at the 1990 National, and 
of course Best of Breed at the 1992 National. 

Luca has won the Brood Bitch class at the 1989 and 1992 Nationals. She 
has had two litters of 7 and 6. Ten of her offspring are finished with more 
on their way. Several of her children are group placers, specialty winners, 
and top producers themselves. 

Luca certainly is a "once in a lifetime dream" come true! 

Connie Whan 

Davenitch 
9920 126 St. W. 

Taylor Ridge, IL 61284 
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Editor's Page 

Wow!? With any luck this will be the biggest and the best News 
Bulletin we've put together. This has been a mon~trous effort on 
the part of my Bulletin staff and I wish to thank each one of them 
for the time they have spent. Special thanks to Jane Walser who 
has had to resign due to personal commitments. Thank you, Jane, 
for all the help and advice you have given me on the Bulletin over 
the past two years! 

The Jubilee Specialty - where to begin? It was a glorious event 
and I hope everyone enjoyed themselves as much as I did. I've never 
had so much fun and been so tired at the same time. It certainly 
was a very full 5 days. There were so many things I enjoyed about 
this gala event, I would like to share some of my impressions: 
Early morning: Cardigans everywhere. Small groups or large 
"herds" tromping through the wet grass. The side lot of the hotel 
literally looked like a sea of Cardigans. 
Before judging at the show site: exhibitors and spectators 
(foreign and domestic) groggily heading for the concession stand to 
buy coffee. The foreigners had an especially hard time finding 
change; I think you need at least one cup of coffee before being able 
to convert money. 
The breed ring: beautifully decorated with banners on the wall 
and pots of flowers everywhere. 
The puppy sweepstakes: puppies (lots of them) cavorting, 
eating the flowers and generally entertaining themselves and 
everyone else. 
The veteran sweepstakes: these oldsters had a little more 
decorum, but still enjoyed themselves and they genuinely relished 
the applause. 
The regular classes: class after class of lovely Cardigans - they 
just kept coming. Poor Andrea - what a job she had! 
The specials class: what an amazing site! The sheer number of 
entries was astounding, but even more overwhelming was the 
depth of quality to be seen. I truly hope that anyone who missed 
the Specialty will order the video as this class had to be seen to be 
believed. 
Mter Best of Breed: exhausted handlers flopping on chairs, 
leaning on the walls and sitting on the floor waiting for pictures. 
The look of satisfaction on Andrea Tern us ' face - it was finally over! 
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The herding test: watching some of the best working dogs in the 
country - and they were Cardigans! How gratifying to see that our 
little dogs can get out there and perform too. 

Congratulations to everyone on the Show Committee on a job 
well done. The Jubilee Specialty was certainly one to remember. 

Back to Business. My new fax phone number is (703) 758-9387. 
My fax is now on all the time and ready to receive your articles and 
ad copy. Don't forget to send the money and pictures separately! 
I have also acquired most of the equipment to set up ads myself and 
I anticipate a slight adjustment period as some of the type fonts I 
have are different than what we have been using. I would 
appreciate your understanding and patience. I'm learning com
puter-speak quickly, but I still make mistakes just like everyone 
else. 

I hope you enjoy this issue. Until next time: 

Letter to the Editor 

I would like to thank all of the members of the CWCCA for the warm 
reception they gave Big Boy at the 1992 Specialty. I was very proud that so 
many people wanted to see and photograph him. The ovation for Big Boy 
as I led him around the ring is something I will always cherish among my 
fondest memories. To think that so many of you love and admire Big Boy 
brings tears to my eyes. Again, thank you all very much. I consider it an 
honor to belong to a Club that has so many wonderful people. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Bob and Sherry 
Caldwell for picking Big Boy out of the litter for me and Cathy Ochs-Cline 
for finishing him. A special thanks to Sue Whaley, as well, for handling 
him for eight years. She made him into the "gentleman's gentleman" he is 
today. Thank you again, Sue. 

My only regret is that my wonderful wife was not at this Specialty to be 
a part of this wonderful occasion ... but I'm sure she was watching from 
above and was as proud of Big Boy as I was. 
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Mini meet Mini 

Cozy Come~\ t=ickle -.Jubilee 
and r=oxtallle~\ Cozy r=oxflre 

.Jubilee and f'oxflf"e ar-e owned bY: 

£iuenevleve l)uVont 
26' Woooc:r-eit 
W. 6r-ove. VA 1 <;)J<;)O 
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Foxtaille Cardigans 
Presents "Camp Cardigan" 

Summer Session 

Swim Lessons and Life Guard Training 

Presenting the Resident Camp Instructors: 
left to right: Foxtail/e's Sonata, Cyfaredd's Pina, lfI', F'oxtaille's Cozy Foxfire, 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Lightnin' Strike, lfI', Vestauia's Ginger Snap, Am/Gan. TD, 
TDX, lfI' and foxtail/e's Lauade, TD, lfI'. 

Now that summer is over, we'll be seeing you in the show and obedi
ence rings and in the herding arenas this fall. 

11912 Bluebird Lane 
Aggie de la Garza 

(703) 754-2577 
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Pera Kipmetna, UD 

We proudly present our "Kipsy" (Pera Dandi, UD TDX x Davenhill's Pera 
Haiwee, CDX, TD) who completed her utility title April 25 at the CWCCSC 
Specialty. She represents the second of our third generation of homebred 
utility dogs. Pera Pwysi, UD, Canadian CD - her son Pera Dandi, UD TDX 
and now another daughter Pera Kipmetna, UD. The first was our late Pera 
Clytie, UD TDX, the same pedigree except that her dam was Pera Patti, a 
daughter of Pera Dot, UD, Dandi's litter sister. Hopefully, puppies in early 
1993. 

Peg Hickel 
1027 Griswold Avenue 

San Fernando, CA 91340 
(winter and early spring) 

P.O. Box 681, Lone Pine, CA 93545 
(summer through fall) 
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The Tell-Tail Signs of a Dog Junkie 
by Jacqueline A. S. Ambler 

As it appeared in Dogs in Canada, January 1992 Issue Submitted by Donna 
Daniels. 

You know you are addicted to dogs when ... 

you find a stray dog hair in your soup, pick it out and keep on eating; 
you find yourself comparing puppy potty training methods with your 

friends over coffee; 
you find it hard to get up in the morning for work at 8:30 a.m., but are 

up before sunrise in order to make the dog show on time; 
you never have money for a vacation but scrape up enough for that 

next show; 
you never wear skirts anywhere, but come ring time you wouldn't wear 

anything else; 
you share a motel room at a dog show in order to save money1 and it 

doesn't send you over the deep end when you find out one of the room
mates is a snorer and you end up with a dog that follows suit; 

you keep your temper in an elevator when your fellow occupants have 
five miserable kids falling all over your dog and the mother tells them to be 
careful in case it bites (and you have been contemplating whether the kids 
have had their rabies shots); 

there are a few more dust bunnies located in your house than on a rab
bit farm, because you have been too busy keeping the dogs immaculate to 
have time to vacuum; 

you have one of two signs up in you house1 either 11This house is kept 
for the comfort and convenience of my dogs" or 11The more I know people 
the more I like my dogs11

; 

you don1t like putting motor club stickers on your car, but the back end 
is loaded with 11I love my ... " stickers; 

you don1t strangle the front desk clerk when she gives you a wake-up 
call at 2:02 a.m.1 even though your room number happens to be 202 and 
you had actually asked for a 6:45 wake-up - you simply start grooming; 

you still don't strangle the same clerk when, instead of saying1 

11This is 
your wake-up all/' she starts telling you all about her own dog, which is 
the smartest1 cutest1 most lovable in the w orld; 

you scrimp on the groceries and w atch for sales1 but always manage to 
buy the most expensive dog food on the market; 

you trade in the sports car to buy a station wagon for the dogs; 
you buy a house to accommodate your dogs; 
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you can't camp out on the couch because the dogs are occupying it; 
you stand outside when it is 40° below, encouraging the dogs to do 

their "business" while the neighbors watch from their windows and as
sure themselves you really are flaky; 

you have more dogs than children; 
you work a lot of overtime without complaining in order to build up 

time to take for dog shows; 
you don't have the time to finish your university degree but always 

find the time to enroll in dog classes; 
you have the lawn chair you are riding on in the mini van fold up and 

die on you as you are leaving the weekend of dog shows and you spend the 
next 3.5 hours riding on your butt in a 2x3 foot space on the floor of the 
mini van with a folded step stool as a backrest, praying that the grooming 
arm situated just above your left ear does not move and pierce your skull; 

you find yourself able to function on two hours of sleep at a dog show, 
even though you know you would be dead in the water if you were at 
home; 

your dogs manage to get annual physical checkups but you never do; 
you go into a panic mode when you can't find your dog that you know 

was inside the house when you left, and have a huge wave of relief roll 
over you when you discover her in the bedroom (behind the door that had 
been closed) in a deep sleep right in the middle of the bed; 

you tell visitors to (a) wear dark pants if you have a dark- colored dog 
or (b) wear light pants if you have a light-colored dog; 

you brag about the high score in obedience class that your dog received 
when your friends tell you their child has topped his/her graduation class; 

you skip lunch in order to run home from work to let the dogs out; 
you usually need a heavy-duty alarm clock to get up in the morning but 

manage to wake up automatically every two hours when you have new
born puppies; 

you locate a babysitter to come in for the dogs so they can stay in the 
comfort of their own home while you go to a show and sleep on a lumpy 
mattress; 

you are dead tired but stay up because the dogs get fed later and you 
don't want to upset their schedule; 

you haul out the photos of your four-legged kids at the school reunion 
when everyone else is pulling out baby pictures; 

you manage to blow the fuses for the surrounding motel room when 
you plug in the hair dryer - the dog's, not yours; 

you can chuckle to yourself when carrying a wet dog wrapped in a 
quilt to a friend's room to complete the drying and a perfect stranger does 
a double take because he "just thought it was a really ugly baby;" 

you get asked by the photo developer if you run a humane society, 
because 23 of the 24 pictures on the roll are of your dogs. *~ 
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Davenitch Copper Bopper 

Bopper is a lovely, big-boned red male who is for sale to a loving show 
home. He has many outstanding qualities to offer. Serious inquiries 
invited. He was born September 12, 1991. 

Ch. Kennebec Ice Anchor 
Ch. Pluperfect Primate 

Ch. Pluperfect Primrose 
Sire: Ch. Davenitch Peer of Pluperfect 

Ch. I Am Chandler 's Moses, CD 
Ch . I Am Davenitch Mosette 

Ch. Davenitch Megwyn Curigwen 

Ch. Rogwen Nice Fella 
Ch. Talbot's Pilot Programme 

Ch. Rogwen Destiny 
Dam: Ch. Megwyn's Cross Country Girl 

Connie Whan 
9920 126 St., W. 

Ch. Trefren's Blck Jack, CD 
Ch. Jelane 's Windrift Samantha, CD 

Ch. Georgian Court Briallen, TDCDX 

II 

Taylor Ridge, IL 61284 
(309) 798-5378 



THE LORIEN CARDI MEN 
ARE ALL GROUP PLACERS 

The men are shown relaxing in their pool. 

Sunny-Boy (Ch. Davenitch Bit O Sunshine, CD) is our First Cardigan, 
First Champion, and First Group Placer. He needs one more leg for his CDX. 
His first leg was a third placing and his second was a second placing . 
Sunny attracts attention by his dynamic personality and ability to sit up for 
what seems like hours. He is now over eight and has been leaving the 
conformation showing to the young boys, but he still has a great show 
attitutde and is looking forward to utility. 
$cotter (Ch. Lorien'• Argyle Patterns) had a great year owner-handled. 
$cootie was the 1992 Purina Invitational Best of Breed. He has had some 
nice wins this year, but has been taking it easy due to an inner ear infection 
that had him out for quite a while. He is feeling much better. 
Rhett (Ch. Davenitch Victorian Turret) was named for Diane's ultimate 
dream - a Victorian house with a turret. The best room being in the third 
floor turret. (Don't tell Sunny-Boy and $cootie that Rhett has his own page.) 
P.S. Do you know who is who?? 

Owners-Handlers-Operators 
LORIEN CARDIS AND PEMS 

Gary & Diane Proeber 
5541 Hwy H, Rt 3 

Franksville, WI 53126 
(414) 835-4483 
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Ch. Davenitch Victorian Turret 
11 Rhett 11 

My friends tease me and call me Rat!! But my name is Rhett - you know like 
Rhett Butler. If you were at the National Specialty you might remember me. 

(Davenitch Sand Piper x Ch. Davenitch Shiloh Luca) 

I had quite a time at the National Specialty. It began at the Sweeps where I 
got BOS. My sister Bronte out-did me by getting BISweeps. The next day I 
got WO and my other sister Brea out-did me and got BOW. Our mom got 
BOB that day. The next day I got WO again and BOW and my sister Bronte 
got WB. The above picture shows me two weeks after the specialty getting 
my first group placement. My mom now (Diane) would like to thank Aunt 
Connie for letting her have me and all the judges who have acknowledged 
me. Just like Rhett Butler, I'm one suave and debonair little man! 

Owners-Handlers-Operators 
LORIEN CARDIS & PEMS 
Gary & Diane Proeber 
5541 Hwy H, Rt. 3 
Franksville, WI 53126 
(414) 835-4483 
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DAVENITCH KENNELS 
Connie Whan 



Richland Kennel Club 
CWCCA Supported Show 

April 25, 1992 

Best of Breed/Best of Winners 
D Cross Bookter Tyler Tyrant (Bookter) 

Best of Opposite Sex 
D Cross Mallt (Elze) 

Regular Classes - Entry 14 (8-5-1-1) 
Judge: Janet Wilcox 

Puppy Dogs 6-9 (1) 
1 Davenitch Floyd's Honor (Stigleman) 

Puppy Dogs 9-12 (5) 
1 D Cross Bookter Tyler Tyrant 

(Bookter) 
2 Kingsbury Jonah to Lynndees 

(DeRuwe) 
3 Phi-Vestavia Ultrasonic (Costello & 

Wiebold) 
4 D Cross Tegryn (Henderson) 

Dogs 12-18 (1) 
1 Shadowalk's Archer of Olde 

(Cameron) 

Open Dogs (1) 
1 Shadowalk Bedkar's Awsom Adam 

(Doerpinghaus & Reamensnyder) 

Winners Dog 
D Cross Bookter Tyler Tyrant 

Reserve Winners Dog 
Shadowalk's Archer of Olde 
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Puppy Bitches 9-12 (1) 
1 Lynndee's D Cross Jessica (DeRuwe) 

Bitches, 12-18 Months (2) 
1 D Cross Mallt (Elze) 
2 Davenitch Creme Brulee (Carl, 

Lasilla, Ochs-Cline & Ormos) 

Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches (1) 
1 Lynndee's Sweet Rosemarie 

(DeRuwe) 

American Bred Bitches (1) 
1 Lynndee's Small Teasel (Wiebold & 

Costello) 

Winners Bitch 
D Cross Mallt 

Reserve Winners Bitch 
Davenitch Creme Brulee 



Cardi News From Across the Pond 
by Helen Jones 

The Cardigan Welsh Corgi Association held its annual Cham
pionship show on Saturday, September 26, 1992. This show is their 
equivalent to our National Specialty. Sonnica Godden, propri
etress of the famous Kentwood Kennels, was the judge, and 
although a few people were unable to get to the show due to a 35 
car pile-up on the Ml, she had an entry of 110. No Cardi people 
were involved in the accident, but the Littlefairs and Ken Lindley 
were so delayed by it that they missed the show. 

The CWCA offered Veteran, Minor, Puppy, Junior Puppy, 
Maiden, Novice, Special Yearling, Tyro, Graduate, Post-Graduate, 
Limit, and Open . Eligibility for each class is determined by age 
and/or show experience and it is common to enter your dog in more 
than one class. For example, Peter Clifton's J oseter Jazz was 
entered in Minor, Puppy, and Maiden. Jazz won all his classes and 
was able to compete for the Challenge Certificate, but if he had won 
Minor, gone second in Puppy and then won Maiden, he would not 
have competed for the CC. No dog which has been beaten at any 
point can compete for the CC. 

Champions are almost always entered in Open, but they may 
also enter Junior or Special Yearling, the age limits of which are 18 
and 24 months respectively. In England, a dog must win 3 CCs 
under three different judges to become a Champion. However , a 
dog could win 6 CCs as a puppy, but could not become a champion 
until he had won one after he was a year old. Most dogs are made 
up (become champions) when they are about three years old. 

At the end of the Open class, all undefeated dogs met for the 
Challenge Certificate which was won by Peter Clifton's lovely 
Joseter Domino. He is by Ch. JoseterJoson out ofGwenlais Ffreda 
Ffaeth. Domino came from the Limit class which is for dogs which 
have won CC's but are not yet champions. This win ga e Domino 
his second ticket (another term for CC). Ch. Beckrow Blue Cedar 
won the Reserve CC. Sandra Tonkyn's famous "Woody" is by 
Kerridas Ianto out of Beckrow Blue Sapphire. Blue Cedar came 
from the Veterans Dog class. 

The bitches went through the same classes, Veteran through 
Open, and the blue Gorthleck Blueberry ofBymil won the CC. She 
belongs to Sarah Taylor and is by Lees Black Heckle of Gorthleck 
out of Ch. Bymil Bluebell of Gorthleck. I think this was her second 
CC, also. The Smarts' red bitch, Ch. Rikarlo Brenhinnes won the 
Reserve CC. She is by Gwenlais Ffranc Fferws out of Ch. Joseter 
Benita. Veterans bitch was Ms. Taylor's stunning tri, Ch. Bymil 
Silver Lining. 
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The CC dog and bitch then met for Best of Breed which went to 
Domino. At an all-breed show he would have gone on to the Group 
just as our Best of Breed winners do. 

The week before the CWCA show was the Darlington Champi
onship Show, an enormous all-breed classic. Cardigans were 
judged by Mrs. Brenda Banbury who gave the beautiful Ch. 
Beckrow Blue Cedar his 30th CC with the reserve ticket going to 
Joseter Domino. In the Working Grau p, Blue Cedar made the final 
ten. There are 45 breeds in the English Working Group, and only 
two awards are given, Best in Group and Reserve. Mrs. Banbury 
will be in the States next year and will judge Cardigans at a CWCCA 
supported entry at Rubber City in June. 

In addition, Darlington was the site for a huge all-breed puppy 
sweepstakes sponsored by Spillers, a pet food company. Only once 
before had a Cardigan won this Sweepstakes, in 1974, when Ch. 
Pharoah of Joseter won as a puppy. This year, his great-great 
grandson, Joseter Jazz, won again. He did all Cardigans proud 
with that win!* 

Corrections: 
With apologies to Nancy Babyak, the followed paragraphs were 
inadvertently omitted from her Delaware Valley Cardigan Club 
report on page 47 of the Summer 1992 News-Bulletin: 

"The excitement did not end here. After a plentiful luncheon 
provided by Irene Farrance and her committee, many friends and 
fans settled ringside to cheer on our Specialty Winner in the Grau p 
Competition. "Luc" showed wheat he was made of to thunderous 
applause, and came out Number One in the Herding Group. Col. 
Gish - who also judged the Group - later joined a weary yet very 
excited Cardigan fan club, and exlaimed that his Group Winner 
never let up, and was clearly "Group One." 

"Finally as the skies opened up and the rains came at days end, 
it was agreed that a good day and fun time was had by all!! 

"Hope to see you next year." 
Also from the same article, Pat Santi has asked me to clear up 

one sentence. Where it was stated that "Col. Gish made his cut, and 
proudly awarded Best of Breed to Ch. Kentwood Luc, for the fourth 
year in a row." (a statement made by your editor), Pat would like 
to note that Luc has won the Del Val Specialty four times in row 
- he was not awarded by Col. Gish four times. 

Sorry if there was a misunderstanding. 
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HYWEL KENNELS 
Quality through Integrity 

Eng. Ch. JosEtEr Joson x Am Ch. KEntwood LynEth 

Hywel Kennels proudly welcomes its nEWest family 
members, Phi-Vestavia Airts Hywel (Bolt) and Phi
Vestavia Alms to Hywel (Tasha). Our deepest 
gratitude to Cathy Ochs-Cline and Patrick Ormos 
for allowing us the opportunity to share the 
successes of Phi-Vestavia through these exciting 
littermates. 

Dave & Debbie Richeson 
1008 Acorn Way 
Lousiville. KY 40216 
(502) 448-6921 
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Rev. Patrick 0rmos 
11306 Gecldys Court 
Reston, VA 22091 
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WINDSHYRE KENNELS 
Home of: 

Ch. Sisterwood Brian Boru (Bo) & Davenitch Sand Piper (Piper) 

DAVENITCH'S SAND PIPER 

CH. SALVENIK SEA TREASURE X CH. I AM DAVENITCH MOSETTE 
(3 MAJORS IN LIMITED SHOWING) 

A very proud papa sends congratulations to his and Miss Luca's 
winning children at the 1992 National Specialty Show. 

Ch. Davenitch Glenmar Diamond Lil 
Davenitch Luca's Limelight 
Ch. Davenitch Luca's Bronte 
Ch. Davenitch Victorian Turret 
Ch. Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch 

Piper x Chandler's Her Roy'! Happiness are looking forward to their 
babies success in the ring this fall. Other Piper litters are on their 
way. Having some fun now! 

WINDSHYRE KENNELS 
39102 EAST WHITE ROAD 
OAK GROVE, MO 64075 

(816) 625-4150 
RICHARD & CAROLYN HUFF 
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INTB.ODlJCING PIPER'S LATEST KIDS 

Chandler's Remembrance 

Chandler's Frequent Flyer 
Out of super producing 

Chandler's Her Royal Happiness 
Co-Bred with Sisterwood Kennels 

Norma Chandler (816) 353-2075 
11202 E. 50th Street, Kansas City, MO 64133 
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CWCCA 1993 NATIONAL SPECIALTY 
Specialty Preview 

Specialty Showchapersons: Weldon & Shirley Dean 
Route 1, Box 386, Mt. Crawford, VA 22841 (703) 234-9359 

Please call if you have any schedule or general questions. ,C 
Trophy Chairperson: Cindy Bossi (919) 799-7742 

Call if you want to sponsor a particular trophy 

Specialty Treasurer Ruth Walton 
314 East Charles Drive, Absecon, NJ 08201 (609) 652-8106 

Send your trophy and hospitality donations to the above address. 
TROPHY DONATIONS ARE NEEDED! 

Remember to make checks payable to CWCCA and note what you are 
donating the money for. 

SPECIALTY HEADQUARTERS: 
Holiday Inn - Washington Dulles 

1000 Sully Road, Sterling, Virginia 221 70 
(703) 471-7411 

Hotel Reservations must be made by April 7, 1993 
Room Rate: $65 per night 

This hotel has a number of down-and-out rooms. Please reserve early and 
make sure you mention you are with the "CW CCA". 

Ground Transportation for people and dogs is provided free of charge by the 
Hotel to and from Dulles International Airport . 

C !!!SPECIAL NOTICE!!! ) 

Our Sweepstakes/Obedience and Regular Classes will have different 
superintendents. ENTRIES FOR THE SWEEPSTAKES/OBEDIENCE 
TRIAL CLOSE TUESDAY APRIL 6, 1993. These entries must be sent 
to Maureen Setter, Show Secretary. ENTRIES FOR THE REGULAR 
CLASSES CLOSE WEDNESDAY APRIL 7, 1993. These entries are 

sent to Tom Crowe, Supt., MB-F Dog Shows. You may send both sets of 
entries to Maureen Setter, but the Tuesday, April 6, 1993 Closing Date 

will apply. More details will follow. 
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Schedule of Events 

Wednesday, April 21, 1993 
P.M. Hospitality Room - Atrium Lobby (Reflections) 

Thursday, April 22, 1993 
A.M. Tracking Test - Bull Run Park, Centreville VA 

Agility Match - Bull Run Park (Rings - Site 1) 
Canine Good Citizenship Test - Bull Run Park - (Site 1) 

P.M. Hospitality Suite w/Food - Reflections 
Annual Meeting - Belmont Room 
Annual Raffle - Gunston Room 
Judge's Education Workshop - Morven Park A & B 

Friday, April 23, 1993 
A.M. Puppy Sweepstakes - Bull Run Park (Site 1) 

Veteran Sweepstakes - Bull Run Park (Site 1) 
Obedience Trial - Bull Run Park (Site 1) 
Parade of Champions 
Lunch 

P.M. Symposium Evening - Gunston, Sully & Oak Hill Rooms 
Possible Buffet - Belmont 

Saturday, April 24, 1993 
A.M. OLD DOMINION KENNEL CLUB SHOW 

Regular Classes - Bull Run Park (Site 1 - Rings l & 2) 
Herding Group - Bull Run Park (Regular Site) 
Lunch 

P.M. Annual Banquet 
Annual Awards 
Annual Silent Auction 

Sunday,April25, 1992 
A.M. Herding Day # l - Wyvern's Flight Farm 

(Test and Trial Classes) 
Lunch 

Monday, April 26, 1993 
A.M. Herding Day #2 - W yvern's Flight Farm 

(Test and Trial Classes) 
Lunch 
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Lynn Dee's Kennel 

Lynn Dee's D Cross Jessica 

Jessie is our newest girl out, starting this spring with 9 pts ., 1 
major already. She had to take the summer off to let her little 
girl owners show their horses in 4-H, but she 'll be back out in 
September showing in the Washington area. 

We also look forward to our youngest girl, LynnDee's Country 
Cassidy, making her debut this Fall. 

We are expecting a litter early this winter -- hopefully offering 
reds, tri-color, black & whites or brindles. 

Available: Ch. LynnDee's Timothy Reid for Stud Service. 

For information contract: 
Deborah Dee DeRuwe 

W. 5203 Gov' t Way, Spokane, WA 99204 
( 509) 838-4540 
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Lynn Dee's Kennel 
In Memoriam 

"Obediah" 
5/2/87 - 7 /31/92 

Obe was not a Cardigan Welsh Corgi, but a Golden 
Retriever that acted as our guardian angel. His best 
and lifelong friend was Katie, our Cardigan, who is 
now retired . 

Obe raised and played with our puppies ever so loving
ly and gentle, keeping them safe . His cause of death is 
unknown and will cause an emptiness at our home . 

Our family will miss you Obediah. Ktie is still looking for 
you to sass at. Thank you for everything you gave to us . 
We now give you peace overlooking your home. 

Debbie DeRuwe & Family 
W. 5203 Gov't Way, Spokane, WA 99204 

(509) 838-4540 
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Midwestern Editor 

Is the Standard Wrong? 
By Patrick Ormos 

Despite an excellent oral presentation by Jon Kimes at the last National 
Specialty, people are still arguing about the correct Cardigan front. What is 
it about Cardigan fronts that is so confusing? Some judges have the audac
ity to tell exhibitors that they "prefer a straight front!" Some exhibitors 
have the gall to tell judges that the front is supposed to be east and west 
(fiddle). Other people argue about whether the front feet must turn out or 
may turn out. Still others look for big, barrel-chested bull dog fronts on 
Cardigans. Who is right? Well, let me share with you one person's point of 
view-mine ... 

View from above: 

"The feet are relatively large and rounded, with well filled pads. They 
point slightly outward from a straight ahead position to balance the 
width of the shoulders. This outward point is not to be more than 30 
degrees from center line when viewed from above. The correct Cardi
gan front is neither straight nor so crooked as to appear unsound." 

-AKC Standard 

The AKC standard amply illustrates the theory behind the Cardigan 
front - static balance. In order to achieve static balance in a dog which is 
front-heavy (like most of the achondroplastic or dwarf dogs), the front feet 
will automatically turn out slightly. Otherwise the dogs will feel as if they 
are not balanced. The Cardigan is not a terrier, and should not stand straight
legged like a terrier. 

Basset Hounds also need this kind of static balance. But the Basset stan
dard is very clear that unsoundness will not be tolerated in the search for 
static balance. Unsoundness is part of the risk we take when breeding achon
droplastic, heavy dogs. We must be vigilant to guard against it. In Cardi
gans, unsoundness may take the form of knuckled-over pasterns. Feet which 
turn out more than 30 degrees or pasterns which turn out are equally un
sound. Movement is the ultimate test of soundness. When a Cardigan comes 
at you, the front feet should reach and straighten, so that the paw lands 
straight, not turned out. Any deviation from this is unsound. 

View from the front: 

" . .. forearms lightly bowed to mould round the chest. Feet turned only 
slightly outward." - CKC Standard 

"The moderately broad chest tapers to a deep brisket, well let down 
between the forelegs . Shoulders - slope downward and outward from 
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the withers sufficiently to accommodate desired rib-spring. Shoulder 
blade (scapula) long and well laid back, meeting upper arm (humerus) 
at close to a right angle. Humerus nearly as long as scapula. Elbows 
should fit close, being neither loose nor tied. The forearms (ulna & ra
dius) should be curved to fit spring of ribs . The curve in the forearm 
makes the wrists (carpal joints) somewhat closer together than the el
bows ... Knuckling over, straight front, fiddle front are serious faults .. " 

-AKC Standard 

The CKC standard (taken from the British) gives a pretty good descrip
tion of what the front should look like when viewed from straight ahead. If 
you combine this with the description of the front when viewed from above, 
and the description of chest and the curve in the forearm as per the AKC 
standard, then one can get a pretty good idea of the correct Cardigan front. 

The chest will come right down to the knuckles, and the forearm (ra
dius and ulna) will curve around this deep, capacious chest, showing no 
daylight between ribs and legs (in the mature dog). 

The shape of the ribs is of primary importance here. A round rib cage 
will force the shoulder assembly out and away from the body, or forward 

What is it about Cardigan fronts that is 
so confusing? 

up on the neck. This is especially true if it is a large rib cage, giving a barrel
chested effect. This will result in some pretty straight shoulders, some that 
are out at the elbows, or push the legs far enough away from each other so 
that the front appears straight. A slab-sided rib cage will flatten out the 
shoulder assembly, when viewed from the front, and will pull the elbows 
in so that the dog looks "pinched" from the front. This will also encourage 
an East / West appearance. An oval rib cage will allow the shoulder assem
bly to lie correctly on the ribs, and to move properly during its forward 
extension and rearward follow-through . It is the only shape of rib which 
will allow the correct leg curve around the rib cage and a good shoulder 
assembly. A big, wide, barrel-chested front is just as incorrect as a slab
sided narrow one. Neither will allow the dog to move correctly and effi
ciently. Both require extra work for the dog to maintain balance. 

When the correctly-shaped radius / ulna meet the knuckles, the legs 
straighten out (thus giving the crook appearance - see Curtis Brown's 
book on movement for a good explanation). The pasterns will be straight, 
or almost straight; thus the feet will have only a slight turn out. The crook 
occurs between the elbow and the knuckle. Note that a straight radius/ 

Standard continued on page 102 
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Classic Cardigan Corgis 

1992 - celebrating more than 25 years in dogs! 

THANK YOU: 
0 to the many German Shepherd people who orignally 

taught, nurtured, and finally trusted an arrogant and 
ignorant teenager with dogs good enough to breed, show 
and win! 

0 to the clients who shared their beloved pets with me to 
show and campaign. 

® to Paul and Doris Slaboda (Twinroc Cardigans) who had 
enough faith in an unknown Canadian to get him started 
in Cardigans. 

0 to Helen Jones and Bob Caldwell who put me in contact 
with my eventual partner. 

0 to Cathy Ochs-Cline (Vestavia Cardigans) who originally 
trusted me with Molly and then joined me in a new 
venture in Cardigans - Phi-Vestavia Cardigans. Thank 
you for your fund of knowledge about this wonderful 
breed, thank you for your support and encouragement 
when others thought my ideas were nuts, thank you for 
your courage in sticking with me when so many tried to 
break us up. Thank you for all the Champions and 
Group placers we have bred together in less than 10 
years. 

0 to all the owners of our dogs over the years who have 
finished and campaigned so many of them in breed, 
obedience, herding, tracking, agility, and just plain 
companions. 

0 finally, thank you to the dogs - without whom none of 
our successes would have been possible. 

Phi Kennels, Reg'd (1968) 
The Rev' d Patrick Ormos 

1006 E. Glendale Blvd. 
Valparaiso, IN 46383 

USA 
(219) 464-8027 
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THE DOGS! 

Am 
Am 
Am 

Am 

Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am 
Am 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am 
AmCh. 
Am. 
Am 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
AmCh. 
Am 
Am 
Am 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am 
Am Ch. 
Am 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am Ch. 
Am 

Leuwenkamp Diana v d Senne (GSD) - who started it all 
Gerda vom Haus Diemert (imp) - my GSD foundation bitch 

Can Ch. Phi's Alice - GSD - my first homebred Ch. - 1970 
Can. Ch. Beauridge Beau (Rhodesian Ridgeback) - top 10 Hound Group 

Can Ch. 
Can. Ch. 
Can. Ch. 
Can. Ch. 
Can. Ch. 
Can. Ch. 
Can. Ch. 

Can. Ch. 
Can. Ch. 

Can. Ch. 

Can. Ch. 
Can. Ch. 

Can Ch. 
Can. Ch. 
Can. Ch. 

Can. Ch. 

Can. Ch. 

Can Ch. 

Can Ch. 

all the superb Ch. Pulilc and Komondorok of Mrs. R. D. McLelland in 
Canada 

The Corgis 
Foxfyre Gwyneth ap Phi - my first Cardigan Welsh Corgi 
Twinroc Honey of Demondo - my Cardigan foundation 
The Duke of Foxfyre 
Vestavia's Molly D. Mahoney, AmCD 
Phi's Midnight Flash 
Phi's Midnight Encore 
Phi's Flower Power 
Phi's Fearless Fosdick 
Phi's Fortunate Flyer 
Phi's Gabby- the 1st Phi-Vestavia Ch. (1984) 
Phi-Vestavia Instigator 
Phi's Amazing Grace ap Ronel 
Kentwood Lyneth - my first English import 
Phi-Vestavia's Jeremy, HC 
Phi-Vestavia's Kudos 
Joseter Geefax, JW, HC (imp) 
Salvenik Sea Treasure (imp.) 
Phi-Vestavia Luck Be A Lady, HC 
Phi-Vestavia Lightnin' Strike, HT 
Phi-Vestavia Libertine 
Phi-Vestavia Llonni of Spring, HC 
Phi-Vestavia Nautilus 
Rikarlo American Phi (imp.) 
Phi-Vestavia Notorious 
Phi-Vestavia Nichat Ula Mauna 
Phi-Vestavia Original Sin, CD 
Phi-Vestavia One Night Stand 
Phi-Vestavia Orphan Annie 
Phi-Vestavia Pristine 
Phi-Vestavia Pirate's Patch 
Phi-Vestavia Picture Perfect, TI, HCT 
Phi-Vestavia Quite a Lady 
Phi-Vestavia Queron Merlyn 
Phi-Vestavia Jovone's Quadrille 
Phi-Vestavia Quasimodo 
Phi-Vestavia Rainbow Warrior 
Phi-Vestavia Synchronicity 
Phi-Vestavia Spyglass, CD 
Phi-Vestavia Andrew's Pride, CD 
Phi-Vestavia Ultrasonic 
Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare 
Phi-Vestavia Vox ofWaldsee 
Phi-Vestavia Valencia 
Davenitch Creme Brulee 

And Many, Many Other Phi-Vestavia major-pointed dogs 
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WCCllaHml 

Phi-Vestavia Victorian Lace "Emily" 

Our beautiful redhead is pictured above winning her third major under 
respected breeder-judge Steve Gladstone. Emily now has 11 pts. and 
will be bred to Ch. Davenitch Peer of Pluperfect this fall with puppies 
expected around Christmas. 

Our thanks to Cathy Ochs-Cline for handling Emily to her majors and for 
all her advice and guidance. Thanks also to Patrick Ormos for letting us 
have this lovely lady. And lastly, thanks to Keith and Linda Kuberek for 
their encouragement and counsel. 

Susan and Ron Graef 
w=:amu 

1207 Colony Pines Dr. 
Newport News, VA 23602 
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The CWCCA News-Bulletin 

Proudly Presents 

The 

Jubilee 

Gallery 
of the 
1992 

CWCCA National ~pecialty 
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•******* 
* * * * * riftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* ... * *• •* *••* 

LUCA WIN& BROOD BITCH 

Here is Luca and her lovely children shown winning the Brood 
Bitch class at the 1992 National. They are Diane Proeber with Ch. 
Davenitch Victorian Turret, Kym Hill with Ch. Ceara's Breanne 
of Davenitch, and Denise Zortman with Ch. Davenitch Glenmar 
Diamond Lil. 

The sire is that red boy, Davenitch Sand Piper. Need we say more? 

Connie Whan 
9920 126 St., W. 

Taylor Ridge, IL 61284 
(309) 798w5378 

************************** 
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•******• 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 

(Ch. Kennebec Ice Anchor x Ch . Zircon's Yolanda of Megwyn, CD) 

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX 
1992 CWCCA National Specialty 
Thank You Judge Andrea Tero.us 

Breeders/Owners/Ilanders: 
Rochelle & Edwidge Stuve 

6583 W. 147th Street 
Prior Lake, MN 55372 

612-447-8582 

************************** 
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******** 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* ... * ** ** **** 
cR acontE-U'i 

Best Junior Handler 
1992 CWCCAJubilee Specialty 

Molly Moran 
with Ch. Shiloh's Josie of Raconteur 

Hi "Oliver!" 

Presents .. . 

************************** 
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The Great American Adventure 
by Sheena Stalker 

When it was first suggested that members of the CWCA might consider 
supporting our American friends by attending their 50th Anniversary Spe
cialty Show in Kent, Ohio, I responded positively with the idea that it would 
be an excellent way to learn more about Cardis in general. Little did I real
ize the breadth of new experiences I would encounter! I now have basic 
qualifications as travel agent, courier, lost property controller, banker and 
diplomat (only just scraped through on the last one)!! But the important 
point is that those who did make the trip not only had a very enjoyable and 
interesting time, we did have a great opportunity to see more Cardis at one 
show than we ever could here, to pick out a number of dogs we would love 
to have smuggled back with us, to learn more of the American way of 
judging and to enjoy the friendship of "Cardi people" from Australia and 
New Zealand as well as from all over America. Ken Linacre judged Veter
ans at the Specialty Show and Peter Clifton judged Cardis at the Supported 
all-breed show which followed on the Sunday, so I will leave comment on 
the dogs to the experts. I will just give a brief diary of events. 

The Clifton group having travelled separately, the remaining five CWCA 
committee members - Ken, Maureen Thomas, Wendy Hall, myself and 
Cush MacNally were greeted by a lovely welcoming party on arrival at 
Cleveland airport late on Tuesday evening. 

On Wednesday the "foreigners" were entertained to lunch at the home 
of the Specialty organizer Helen Jones and husband Bob Caldwell, who is 
now President of the Cardigan Welsh Corgi Club of America. We not only 
met human friends here, but also caught up with a very fit, handsome and 
happy Joson, who was very pleased to introduce us to the first of his Ameri
can youngsters. In the evening we attended the Annual Meeting and were 
most interested to hear very similar arguments there as here, followed by a 
fancy dress parade of Cardis showing they have a real sense of humor! 

Thursday, Friday and Saturday were the days of the Show. On Thurs
day evening we had a seminar on the breed with talks given by Ken, Peter, 
and Jonathan Kimes (who also judged at the show), the seminar being 
chaired by Paul Slaboda who judged the Cardi Sweepstakes classes at the 
Sunday show. 

Friday evening was the social highlight comprising the Banquet, the 
Silent Auction and the Raffle. The usual Kincroft luck held and I came 
away with winnings in both! On Saturday evening I was privileged to be 
invited to the "Judge's Dinner" at the club house of Rubber City Dog Show 

Adventure continued on page 49 
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•******• 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 
Cb. Suaaybank's Lut:ky Penny 

Award ol Merit 
CWCCA IHZ National Specialty 

"Dine" 
(Cb. Phi-Vestavia'• Jeremy ir; Sunnybaak Vestavia Eclalr) 

Congratulatlom to Dine from Mary Sue 8 dater "Alex." 
Owned by: 

Martha Janet Close 
Handled by: 

Mary Sue Olcott 

************************** 
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•******• 
* * * * * riftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* ... * *• •* *•** 
Phi-Vestavia 

ClassY. Correct Cardiaans with Character 

National SPecialW - AWARD OF MERIT 

Am/Can Ch. Phi-Uestavia Nautilus •Percy• 
The onl)I male awarded. Pere)' also went third in the extremel)I 
stroni Stud Dos class with his children Ch. Phi-Vestavia Truth 
or Dare and Ch. Phi-Vestavia Quasimodo. 
We are also Proud that after Pere)' returned home to Califor
nia. he Placed third in the Group at the Prestb!ious Santa 
Barbara Kennel Club Show. Watch for it on ESPN!! 
Pere)' is owned b)I 
Cathy Oehs-CUne, Kathy Steele (agent), Belen Turin 
and Patriek Ormos 

************************** 
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******** 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * ** ** **** 

SISTERWOOD 

Ch. Sislerwood's Happy Angel Wings 

We were very _eroud to have won an Award of Merit at the National with Angel, 
our first homebred Champion. She has lived up to our every expectation and 
more. We'd also like to thank everyone for their nice comments and interest in 
our dogs at the National. It was a great show and congratulations to the Club 
for a super job! 

Pat Mann 
SISTERWOOD 

15118 HamJton, Greenwood, MO 64034 
(816) 987-3376 

Neila Gelvin 

************************** 
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******** 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * ** ** **** 
AW ARD OF MERIT 

1992 National Specialty 

CH. PHI~ VEST A VIA TRUTH OR DARE 
Judge: Andrea Ternus 

W e are very proud of Tizzy's Award of Merit and were especially proud 
to be part of the record-breaking entry at this 50th Anniversary Na
tional Specialty. 

• Heart of Gold • 

************************** 
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•******* 
* * * * * riftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 

I(ollage 

Ch. Kollage Calloo Callay 
Award of Merit 

Lulu also placed second in the brood bitch class with get from her 
first litter - Kollage's Unchained Melody, Kollage's Pinball Wizzard, 
and Kollage's Jumping Jack Flash. Another son - Kollage's Secret 
Agent Man - placea in all his classes throughout the Specialty week
ena. 
Kathy Harper, DVM 
544 Bridle Trace Dr. 
Leeds, AL 35094 

Cindy Jo Brown, DVM 
P.O. Box 3781 
Aiken, SC 29802 

************************** 
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SWEEPSTAKES CRITIQUE 
BY JONATHANJ. KIMES 

I would first like to thank everyone for the great honor of judging your lovely 
puppies. I have always held the CWCCA National as 'the show' and the request to 
officiate at the 50th Jubilee Specialty was extremely complimentary. Many thanks.to 
Helen Jones and Bob Caldwell as well as everyone who worked so hard on the event- it 
was definitely an event! and it went off wonderfully well. Also special thanks to Janet 
Robinson and Cindy Bossi who were tremendously efficient Ring Stewards and a total 
pleasure to work with! 

I would also like to mention the overall quality was far and away the best it has 
ever been. One has only to look in the catalog to see most of the exhibits go back to about 
five or six stud dogs - well chosen I would say, as certainly breed type was in abun
dance. I would only like to see breeders continue the good work. 

Puppy Dogs 6-9 months (19) 
1st - Phi-Vestavia Full Moon Fever (Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus - Ch. Phi

Vestavia Pristine) Breeders: Williams. Owners: Ochs-Cline, Ormos, 
Klepper. Brindle & White . Very pretty outline standing and moving, nice 
head, good quality bone, moved well going and side, a little wide on the 
come, needs a little more angulation front and rear. 

2nd - Sisterwood's Ambler (Ch. Sisterwood's Magic Moment- Ch. Sister
wood's Happy Angel Wings) Breeders/ Owners: Mann & Gelvin. Brindle & 
White. Slightly bigger puppy, very pretty outline, more refined in head than 
# 1 and not as strong in the rear right now. Should mature into a good 
one. 

3rd - Sisterwood's Dots & Dashes (Ch. Sisterwood's Challenge O Heart 
- Kollage's Sassy O Sisterwood) Breeders/ Owners: Mann & Gelvin. Brindle 
& White. Striking puppy with good reach of neck, lovely front, good bone 
and substance, a little over-built in the rear causing him to move open 
hocked and can spoil his outline with his tail - but a nice type dog puppy. 

4th Summerwind's Bon Chance (Leamore Bolero - Pridescreek Annie 
Oakley) Breeder/ Owner: Johnson. Brindle & White. Nice size, good length, 
nice top line, a little strong in the muzzle, padded in the front and a little close 
in the rear. 

Puppy Dogs 9-12 months (15) 
1st NAB's Aelwyd Over Trump (Ch. Finnshavn's Alexander Selkirk -

Su-ets Aelwyd Seren Lwcus) Breeders: Wood & Harbert. Owners: Buckland. 
Tricolor. Lovely outline, excellent length and good topline, lovely reach of 
neck, attractive headpiece, moved nicely coming and going with good drive. 
Would like more bone and a rounder foot. Not in his best coat unfor
tunately. 

2nd Cardach's Robin Hood of Sunup (Ch. Cardach B N B's Ceneu Flash 
- Ch. Rhydowen Ginger Poppin HT) Breeder: Bishop. Owners: Bennett. 
Tricolor. Beautifully put down, good length, very nice bone, not as good in 
head as #l nor as positive in front. I thought him quite attractive. 

3rd Kollage's Secret Agent-Man (Ch. Pinehurst Big Boy - Ch. Kollage 
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Calloo Callay) Breeders: Harper & Brown. Owners: Miller, Harper & Brown. 
Brindle & White. Lovely type dog, very striking, deep brisket, could use a 
little more ribspring yet, head rather too narrow and long right now, came a 
bit too wide. 

4th Kollage's Pinball Wizzard (Ch. Pinehurst Big Boy - Ch. Kollage 
Calloo Callay) Breeders: Harper & Brown. Owners: Harrison, Harper & 
Brown. Red Brindle & White. Another very striking dog, gorgeous topline, 
very attractive in type, length not quite as good as those above, rather short 
upper arm and consequently restricted in front movement. 

Dogs 12-15 months (6) 
1st Davenitch Victorian Turret (Davenitch Sand Piper - Ch. Davenitch 

Shiloh Luca) Breeder: Whan. Owner: Proeber. Brindle & White. Very attrac
tive smallish dog, lovely round bone, overall good head & expression, very 
typey outline with nice length, good depth of brisket, substance, good 
topline, moved well enough coming & going, slightly restricted in side
gait. 

2nd Davenitch Luca's Limelight (Davenitch Sand Piper - Ch. Davenitch 
Shiloh Luca) Breeder/Owner: Whan. Red Brindle & White. Extremely close 
to # 1, very similar in size, outline and proportion and a stronger mover, finer 
in bone and head, a bit closer in front. Out of coat today. Both dogs were very 
showy and a pleasure to watch. 

3rd Kennebec Kai from Ulamauna (Ch. Kennebec's Buckwheat PhD -
Ch. Thistledown's Joy to Ulamauna) Breeders: Brooks. Owners: Johnson. 
Brindle & White. A nice type dog, nice head, moved well enough coming and 
going, extremely overweight. · 

4th Ch. Aberdare Rhydowen My Fashen (Ch. Kentwood Luc - Ch. 
Rhydowen Remy Julienne) Breeder: Rumsey. Owners: Sanders, Anderson, 
Siragusa & Santi. Brindle & White. Excellent substance and length, poor 
front movement held him back. 

Dogs 15-18 months (10) 
1st Sisterwood's Lord Digby (Ch. Zircon's Jack of Hearts - Chandler's 

Her Roy1 Happiness) Breeders: ¥ann, Gelvin & Chandler. Owners: Mann 
& Gelvin. Dark Brindle & White. Very attractively marked, nice outline, good 
topline, seemed to excel in this class, nice head to body proportion, only a 
moderate mover, could use a little more length of body and bone. 

2nd Ch. Karina Airdrie Do No Wrong (Ch. Davenitch Clean Sweep -
Ch. Airdrie Fantasia) Breeders: Jackson & Hoyer. Owner: Hoyer. Red 
Brindle & White. Nice length, overall nice type of dog, a little too long and 
narrow in head. 

3rd Davenitch Just Maybe (Davenitch And He's A Surprise - Ch. 
Davenitch Pardon Me Boys) Breeder/Owner: Whan. Brindle & White. 
Attractive dog of good length and good reach of neck, rather extreme in front 
which held him back, a little restricted in side gait, a bit too rounded in back
skull, not the overall balance of above. 

4th Ch. Phi-Vestavia Andrew's Pride (Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus - Ch. 
Pluperfect Powder & Paint) Breeder: Hutchinson. Owners: Williams. Red 
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Brindle & White. A richly colored dog, very pretty type, rather strong in head 
for me, a bit too turned in front and revealed a rather gay tail. 

Dogs 18 months & Over (2) 
1st Ch. WinBuck's Bach Anrheg Cymreig (Ch. Chandler's Critic's Choise 

- Ch. Zircon's Ebony 'N Ivory CDX) Breeders: Harrison & Dickson. Owner: 
Rhoten. Dark Brindle & White . Good substance and size, nice soft expression 
and lovely round ear tips, nice coming & going, nice front piece. 

2nd Ch. Phi-Vestavia Spyglass (Ch. Salvenik Sea Treasure - Gwenlais 
Glynis Glyfar) Breeders: Ochs-Cline & Ormos. Owners: Mills. Dark Brindle 
& White. Good substance and size, a little longer than #1, good front piece 
and also moved well coming & going but rather strong headpiece with too 
much stop. 

Puppy Bitches 6-9 months (17) 
A very strong class with 6 or 7 very pretty bitch puppies. 

1st Davenitch Sunny Strider (Ch. Davenitch Peer of Pluperfect - Ch. 
Megwyn's Cross Country Girl) Breeder/ Owner: Whan. Red with Sable & 
White. Simply excelled in type, she was deep, she was long, well laid back in 
shoulder, well let down hock, beautiful reach of neck, good topline, lovely 
length and heavy bone, beautiful front, head a bit too refined - she wasn't 
very well trained but she couldn't be stopped! 

2nd Rhydowen I'm No Angel Kaleigh (Ch. Rhydowen Chippendale -
Rivendell's Tylwyth Teg) Breeders: Santi & Sandefer. Owners: Leseberg & 
Santi. Dark Brindle & White. High quality bitch, good reach of neck, pretty 
good topline, nice head to body proportion, needing a little more depth of 
brisket and more rear angulation. Came a little out in the elbow - but overall a 
good one. 

3rd Harbor Grace's Clare Bear (Ch. Garvins Gavin Harbor Grace -
Garvins Elora Harbor Grace) Breeders: Thorson & Garvin. Owners: 
Thorson. Brindle & White. Very pretty bitch just 6 m onths on the day. Beauti
ful type, lovely length, attractive head, very good sidegait - over weight and 
not too cooperative with her handler but has a good future if she keeps 
on. 

4th Sisterwood's Amo Te (Ch. Sisterwood's Magic Moment - Ch. Sister
wood's Happy Angel Wings) Breeders/ Owners: Mann & Gelvin. Red 
Brindle & White. Again, very nice typ e, nice topline, well let down hock, not 
quite as well balanced as those above. 

Puppy Bitches 9-12 months (15) 
1st Phi-Vestavia Victorian Lace (Ch. Salvenik Sea Treasure - Ch. Phi's 

Amazing Grace) Breeders: Ochs-Cline & Ormos. Owners: Graef. Red & 
White. Lovely type, pretty head profile, nicely angulated in rear and 
possessed strong rear movement, a little short in upper arm, ear a tad small 
and could use a little more bone. 

2nd Kollage's Unchained Melody (Ch. Pinehurst Big Boy - Ch. Kollage 
Calloo Callay) Breeders/Owners: Harper & Brown. Red with Sable & White. 
More elegant in outline than # 1, lovely neck and profile, a bit narrow in head 
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and body just now, not quite the rear angulation or strength of above, came 
very nicely, a bit close on the go and had a tendency to arch topline on 
sidegait. A really difficult decision between these two as they are both 
lovely bitches. 

3rd Coedwig Davenitch Iris (Ch. Springshire's Jumping Jack - Ch. 
Coedwig Davenitch Lacey Blue) Breeder: Shira. Owners: Whan & Shira. 
Tricolor. Lovely outline, long, low, pretty good headpiece, lovely topline, 
went well, wide on the come. 

4th Springshire's Angel Wings (Ch. Locksleyhall Laird - Ch. Jason's Bijou 
CD) Breeders/Owners: Warczak. Blue Merle & White. Beautiful clear blue 
bitch of lovely quality. Nice bone and substance, good general soundness, 
would like a longer upper arm and more shoulder layback, cleaner overall 
lines would improve her. 

Bitches 12-15 months (13) 
Absolutely the toughest class I had. I had about 8 really good bitches in here and wish I 
could have selected more for awards. 

1st Davenitch Luca's Bronte (Davenitch Sand Piper - Ch. Davenitch 
Shiloh Luca) Breeder: Whan. Owners: Rogers & Whan. Brindle & White. 
Extremely neat and well balanced bitch, lovely head and well proportioned 
to body, beautiful neck, nice length and topline, lovely depth of brisket, 
lovely round bone, beautiful outline, well let down hock - tremendous detail
ing all round which gave her the show. She moved well enough all ways in 
the ring. 

2nd Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch (Davenitch Sand Piper - Ch. Daven itch 
Shiloh Luca) Breeder: Whan. Owner: Hill. Red Brindle & White. Another 
gorgeous bitch, slightly narrower in head but with a beautiful eye, very good 
length and size, good shoulder layback, preferred front on # 1, carrying a 
little too much weight which detracted from her movement and reach of 
neck. 

3rd Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare (Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus - Ch. Phi
Vestavia Picture Perfect) Breeders: Ochs-Cline, Ormos & Klepper. Owners: 
Klepper, Ochs-Cline & Phillips. Brindle Ptd Tricolor. Striking bitch, good 
length and size, lovely bone and substance, attractive type although a little 
stronger in head than above and not so well finished off in profile. Stood a 
little close in front but another very good bitch. 

4th Ch. Davenitch Glenmar Diamond Lil (Davenitch Sand Piper - Ch. 
Davenitch Shiloh Luca) Breeder: Whan. Owners: Schmitz & Zortman. 
Brindle & White. Very good type again, good length and size, very good 
sidegait and rear, wide on the come, a little short in upper arm, a bit strong in 
head. A very attractive group of bitches! 

Bitches 15-18 months (18) 
A very difficult class! I found all very even in quality with no apparent stand outs. 

1st Davenitch Coedwig Blue Violet (Ch. Megwyn's Night Hawk - Ch. 
Coedwig Davenitch Lacey Blue) Breeders: Shira & Whan. Owner: Whan. 
Blue Merle & White. Rather plainly colored bitch who took me a while to 
appreciate. Pretty head and beautiful front, well turned rear leg, good 
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substance and very shapely, nice reach of neck, overall good soundness, 
leans over her upper arm and not particularly beautiful in outline but a good 
workman type bitch. 

2nd Trailwyn Bealehouse Electra (Ch. Shiloh's Ever Ready Eddie - Ch. 
Trailwyn Bealehouse Gwynlyn) Breeders: Floyd & Clifford. Owner: 
Clifford. Brindle Ptd Tricolor. Very elegant type with attractive headpiece, 
deep brisket, good length, moved nicely, a little too low to ground - I thoughf 
she would be my winner but she refused to try and ended up spoiling 
her outline. 

3rd Ch. Sisterwood's Happy Sweetheart (Ch. Zircon's Jack of Hearts -
Chandler's Her Roy'l Happiness) Breeders: Mann, Gelvin & Chandler. 
Owners: Mann & Gelvin. Dark Brindle & White. Overall much my type, 
good outline, good topline, moved well coming & going but simply refused 
to let me handle her on the table. 

4th NAB's Ms Kitty of Davenitch (Davenitch And He's A Surprise - Ch. 
Davenitch Pardon Me Boys) Breeder: Whan. Owners: Buckland. Very good 
length, moved pretty well, not quite so nicely headed nor good in shoulder as 
above, front a little sloppy. 

Bitches 18 months & Over (8) 
1st Rhydowen Pitching Penny's (Ch. Rhydowen Philadelphia Flash - Ch. 

Riverview Lucky Penny) Breeders: Lawrence. Owners: Siragusa & Santi. 
Black & White. Wow! I felt this bitch was absolutely outstanding. Gorgeous 
profile, long, low, level with beautiful bone, extremely good headpiece, 
beautiful reach of neck, easily the best mover all ways I had today with 
superb extension. Her front is a bit asymmetrical. Her cross is a couple of 
crooked teeth which held her back from the grand prize but she is overall one 
of the best I've ever seen. 

2nd Kismet Aragorn Desert Rose (Ch. Aragorn's The Lone Ranger COX 
- Ch. Haywire Kismet Rebellion) Breeder: Burnett. Owners: Gladstone & 
Burnett. Brindle & White. Nicely bodied bitch of good type, good headpiece, 
moved pretty well all ways in the ring, would like more shoulder lay back and 
more reach of neck. 

3rd Ch. Phi-Vestavia Synchronicity (Ch. Salvenik Sea Treasure -
Gwenlais Glynis Glyfar) Breeders/ Owners: Ochs-Cline & Ormos. Good 
length, good topline, nice reach of neck, would like more shoulder layback 
and her head was too strong for my taste. 

4th Ch. Sunnybank's Lucky Penny (Ch. Phi-Vestavia's Jeremy - Sunny
bank's Vestavia Eclaire) Breeders: Close & Nash. Owner: Close. Red with 
masking & White. Pretty bitch, nice type all round, good bone, substance and 
headpiece, strong rear drive, rather dicey front on the come and cleaner lines 
would make her that much better. 

After choosing Davenitch Victorian Turret as my best all round dog, I brought 
him center ring along with his lovely sister, Davenitch Luca's Bronte and 
Rhydowen Pitching Penny's. I hope everyone had the chance to study these three 
superb exhibits - Bronte's all round excellence just edged out Pitching Penny's for the 
top award with her well matched brother receiving BOS. 
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•******* 
* * * * * riftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• ** *••* 
CWCCA Jubtlee 8'pecialty 

Winners Doe, 
Ch. Davenitch Victormn Turret 

Owners: Cary &1 Diane Proeber 

Winners Bitch, Best of Winners 
Ch. Ceara Breanne of Davenitch 

Owner: Kym ttill 
~\0..y 

************************** 
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Puppy Sweepstakes 
Entry 126 (53-73) 

Best in Sweepstkaes 
Davenitch Luca's Bronte 

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Sweepstkaes 
Davenitch Victorian Turret 

Judge: Jonathan J. Kimes 
Puppy Dogs, 6-9 (19) 

1 Phi-Vestavia Full Moon Fever (Ochs
Cline, Ormos & Klepper) 

2 Sisterwood's Ambler (Mann & 
Gelvin) 

3 Sisterwood's Dots & Dashes (Mann & 
Gelvin) 

4 Summerwind's Bon Chance (Johnson) 

Puppy Dogs, 9-12 (15) 
1 Nab's Aelwyd Over Trump 

(Bucklands) 
2 Cardach's Robin Hood of Sunup 

(Bennetts) 
3 Kollage's Secret Agent Man (Miller, 

Harper & Brown) 
4 Kollage's Pinball Wizzard (Harrisons, 

Harper & Brown) 

Senior Dogs, 12-15 (6) 
1 Davenitch Victorian Turret (Proeber) 
2 Davenitch Luca's Limelight (Whan) 
3 Kennebec Kai from Ulamauna 

(Johnson) 
4 Ch. Aberdare Rhydowen My Fashen 

(Sander,Anderson, Siragusa & Santi) 

Senior Dogs, 15-18 (11) 
1 Sisterwood's Lord Digby (Mann, 

Gelvin & Boice) 
2 Ch. Karina Airdrie Do No Wrong 

(Hoyer) 
3 Davenitch Just Maybe (Whan) 
4 Ch. Phi-Vestavia Andrew's Pride 

(Williams') 

Senior Dogs, 18 & over (2) 
1 Ch. Winbucks Anrheg Cymreig 

(Rhoten) 
2 Ch. Phi-Vestavia Spyglass (Mills') 
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Puppy Bitches 6-9 (17) 
1 Davenitch Sunny Strider (Whan) 
2 Rhydowen I'm No Angel Kaleigh 

(Lesebergs & Santi) 
3 Harbor Grace's Clare Bear (Thorson) 
4 Sisterwood's Amo Te (Mann & 

Gelvin) 

Puppy Bitches, 9-12 (16) 
1 Phi-Vestavia Victorian Lace (Graefs) 
2 Kollage's Unchained Melody (Harper 

& Brown) 
3 Coedwig Davenitch Iris (Whan & 

Shira) 
4 Springshire's Angel Wings 

(Warczaks) 

Senior Bitches 12-15 (14) 
1 Davenitch Luca's Bronte (Rogers & 

Whan) 
2 Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch (Hill) 
3 Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare (Klepper, 

Ochs-Cline & Phillips) 
4 Ch. Davenitch Glenmar Diamond Lil 

(Schmitz & Zortman) 

Senior Bitches 15-18 (17) 
1 Davenitch Coedwig Blue Violet 

(Whan) 
2 Trailwyn Bealehouse Electra 

(Clifford) 
3 Ch. Sisterwood's Happy Sweetheart 

(Mann & Gelvin) 
4 Nab's Ms. Kitty of Davenitch 

(Bucklands) 

Senior Bitches 18 & Over (9) 
1 Rhydowen Pitching Penny's 

(Siragusa & Santi) 
2 Kismet Aragorn Desert Rose 

(Gladstones & Burnett) 
3 Ch. Phi-Vestavia Synchronicity 

(Ochs-Cline & Ormos) 
4 Ch. Sunnybank's Lucky Penny(Close) 



Veteran Sweepstakes 
Entry 31 (14-17) 

Best in Sweepstakes 
Ch. J oseter Gee fax 

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Sweepstakes 
Ch. Talbot's Snow Queen 

Judge: Dr. J. K. Linacre 

Dogs, 7-9 Years (8) 
1 Ch. Coedwig's Buckeye (Shira & 

Sullivan) 
2 Ch. Vestavia's Marcus Aurelius 

(Stockslager) 
3 Ch. Rhydowen Vin-Lyn's Zambucca 

(Tedesco) 
4 Ch. Airdrie Blue Dhevil (Mullers & 

Jackson) 

Dogs, 9 Years & Older (6) 
1 Ch. Joseter Geefax (Ochs-Cline, 

Ormos & Walser) 
2 Ch. Pinehurst Big Boy (Enders) 
3 Ch. Robgwen That's It, UD (Turin) 
4 Ch. Lomoor's Christopher Robin 

(Lowell) 
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Bitches, 7-9 Years (6) 
1 Trailwyn Trawiad Ilygad (Clifford) 
2 Ch. Pepper Koded Penny Lane, CD 

(Russell) 
3 Ch. Riverview Taffen's Snowberry, 

CD (Lawrences) 
4 Ch. Ayn of Rhydowen (Steinbronn & 

Lonnquist) 

Bitches, 9 Year & Older (11) 
1 Ch. Talbot's Snow Queen (Sullivan) 
2 Ch. Westwyn Athena Games & 

Scherer) 
3 Ch. Vestavia's Molly D. Mahoney, 

CD (Allen) 
4 Ch. Crown Land's Risa of Rhydowen 

(Rhydowen) 



Judging the Veteran Sweepstakes 
by Ken Linacre 

The entries at the CWCCA Specialty were huge. The first day of the 
show, Thursday, was given over to sweepstakes, with 132 for Jon Kimes in 
puppy sweepstakes and 33 in veteran sweepstakes for me. I understand 
this was the first time a veteran sweepstakes had been run and Helen Jones 
and her committee were delighted with the entry. I was too! 

These is always something special about the veterans. So many in our 
breed last so well. Many were clearly pleased to be back in the show ring 
again, others would have preferred to be left at home! All looked grand, 
even the one who came minus the top half of one ear, lost in a disagree
ment with a Rottweiler! They were divided into four classes, dogs and 
bitches, with Veterans age 7-9 and Super Veterans age 9 and over in each. 

The Best in Veteran Sweepstakes was an old friend, although I did not 
recognize Am. Ch. Joseter Geefax, now owned by Cathy Ochs-Cline, Patrick 
Ormos and Jane Walser. He is still a very well made and stylish dog, mov
ing very freely . Best of Opposite was Margaret Sullivan's Ch. Talbot's Snow 
Queen - a product of the first multi-puppy frozen semen litter in the US. 
She's a red brindle, very free moving and smart, looking as if she could still 
do a days work. The other class winners were Ch. Coedwig's Buckeye in 
dogs, a red brindle owned by Kim Shira and Margaret Sullivan, and 
Trailwyn Trawiad Ilygad, a red bitch owned by Jean Clifford. 

There are never enough prizes in Veterans, where the applause is al
ways loud, sincere and all for all the dogs. An experience I shall long re
member - thanks CWCCA. 
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******** 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• +* *••* 

(Katherine and Romance shown winning the CWCCWR Fun Match under 
judge Cathy Ochs-Cline in May 1992) 

Katherine Wellman on her first place in Novice Junior 
at the Jubilee Specialty, and on finishing her bitch, 

CH. KENNEBEC RED OAK ROMANCE 
the previous weekend. 

KENNEBEC 
Helen B. Jones and Robert R. Caldwell 

9400 Sperry Rd. 
Mentor, Ohio 44060 

************************** 
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CWCCA National Specialty 
Junior Showmanship Results 

June 4, 1992 

Judge: Sherry Caldwell 

Novice Junior 
1 Katherine Wellman with Kennebec Red Oak Romance 
2 Katie Lynn Brooks with Ch. Trailwyn Blax Tax 
3 Kelsey Lee Davis with Ula Mauna Glenellen Grand Slam 
4 Raima McDaniel with Ch. Sisterwood's Who Done It 

Open Junior 
1 Deborah Trimble with Gwenlais Glynis Glyfar 
2 Petra Chase with Ula Mauna Mac Gyver of Selby 

Open Senior 
1 Molly Moran with Ch. Shiloh's Josie of Raconteur 
2 Jonathan Russell with Ch. Airdrie Thistledown Toby 

Best Junior Handler: 
Molly Moran 

- Adventure continued from page 33 -

and learned more about the American judging scene from some of the 
American judges present. 

I must admit I saw some dogs I had difficulty in identifying at first 
glance at the all-breed show on Sunday- the Americans have very differ
ent ideas on breed standards especially in Briards, Golden Retrievers and 
Schipperkes - but the German Shepherd winning Best in Show was a 
magnificent animal, and we were very noisily happy when the BOB Cardi 
did so well in the Group (no, we didn't intimidate the Group judge - it 
just sounded like Crufts as we all acted as cheer leaders). 

We were entertained to supper at Helen and.Bob's on Sunday evening. 
I was sure someone was going to slip one of those delightful puppies out 
with them on the way home. 

Monday saw another "first-time" for some of us when we went to the 
herding tests, followed by a last get-together meal for the merry travellers 
before we all disappeared to our various countries of origin. 

Over the week I was kept very busy accepting membership fees and 
orders for handbooks, which may have interrupted my viewing of the judg
ing, but at least was beneficial to our Bank Balance (even allowing for a 
little hassle when I, in my ignorance of the exorbitant charges the UK banks 
make for foreign conversions, accepted some of the cash in dollar cheques!). 
I think the CWCA will be about £300 better off - perhaps it would be 
worthwhile sending me over there next year?! * 
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1992 Cardigan Welsh Corgi 
National Specialty 

REGULAR CLASS CRITIQUE 
BY ANDREA TERNUS 

The greatest honor a judge can receive is to be invited by his or her peers 
to judge the National Specialty of their breed. I was absolutely thrilled when I 
was first notified and looked forward to the show for the two plus years 
between the invitation and the actual occurrence. The show not only met my 
expectations, but exceeded them! Every detail of the show went off 
smoothly, the venue was excellent, and the quality of the dogs was superb. 
People really seemed to be enjoying themselves and I know I certainly did -
every moment! The 50th anniversary show will be one to be long remem
bered and talked about with delight I am sure. 

The dogs overall have improved vastly since I started in the breed. The 
correct type is being seen in most of the dogs. In years past dogs with many 
different "types" appeared, not all of which appeared to be of the same breed! 
Gone are the leggy dogs, the horrible toplines and most of the coarse, boxy, 
deep, short heads which were once common. Outlines are tremendously 
improved with the long, low dog being the rule instead of the exception. 
H eads are also much better. Toplines, while not perfect, do not show us the 
very high in rear or roached back dogs so often seen. Coats, too, although 
some sparse due to the heat, were nevertheless quite correct with only a few 
exceptions. (Remember that a soft coat is a WORKING fault and not a cos
metic fault! A soft coat gets wet and muddy easily, loading the poor dog with 
pounds of moisture to carry around. A correct coat repels moisture as people 
whose dogs have the correct coat will note when trying to bathe them!) Gone 
also are the very fine boned dogs. Cardigans need adequate bone to support 
their relatively heavy weight! Rears looked quite good on the whole al so. 
Temperaments were good with a couple of notable exceptions and a few on 
the shyer side. 

On the negative side are several items. The most worrisome by fa r is the 
front end situation! Most dogs shown did NOT possess the correct front and I 
am sorely afraid we are in the process of losing it! Since this is a BREED-TYPE 
FAULT and not merely a soundness fault (although it is both!) , this is a huge 
problem in the breed! If you are not sure about front ends, please get advice 
from someone who REALLY understands front ends and rectify it 
immediately in your breeding program. Perhaps the number of people who 
actually do understand the correct front is very small! Some have said that 
judges don't understand and are rewarding incorrect fronts. This is true. 
People have gone on to say that they will intentionally breed BAD fronts in 
order to win! This is tantamount to ruining your breed and prostituting it in 
order to get show ring ribbons! A letter has been sent to judges regardi ng 
front ends. Your current CWCCA Board is dedicated to the education of 
judges as to correct Cardigan breed type all the way around. Please continu e 
to breed and show correct dogs - it is the only hope for this breed! "The 
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forearms should be curved to fit spring of ribs". This means a DEFINITE 
curve and no daylight between a well let down chest and the forearms. "The 
curve in the forearm makes the wrists somewhat closer together than the 
elbows ... The feet point slightly outwar,d from a straight-ahead position to 
balance the width of the shoulders ... not more than 30 degrees from the 
center." These qualities are NOT optional. If the wrists are NOT closer 
together than the elbows and if the feet do NOT point out from a straight
ahead position, the front is WRONG. Period. Very few totally correct fronts 
were seen. Purchase the video from this Specialty and watch the beautiful 
fronts on the BOB and BOS - this is what is desired. 

Another problem cropping up was the very surprising number of Cardis 
with very small ears!! Some looked like Pem ears! This also is a big problem 
and one new to me. This must be jumped on right away. The Cardigan ear is 
LARGE - "Ears large and prominent in proportion to size of dog." An 
incorrect ear is also a BREED-TYPE FAULT. We are also starting to see some 
large, round, bulgy eyes, some of which were also very light in color. 
Definitely not attractive. "Eyes medium to large, not bulging ... dark in har
mony with coat color." Several kinked tails appeared in this entry, also some
thing new to me. 

Class dogs at this Specialty were a bit of a letdown. There was quality 
present, of course, but not in the depth I would have liked. I was pleased with 
the 6-9 month dog and bitch classes, but the open dog class with only 5 pre
sent was disappointing numberwise. Class bitches were better, which is not a 
surprise. Although we need many quality bitches, we also need several good 
studs in the breed. Fortunately the Specials class was something to behold -
48 dogs, 29 bitches, as well as Veteran's Dog and Bitch and Winner's Dog and 
Bitch. This was a spectacular sight for all, a feeling which was echoed to me by 
a number of our overseas visitors. Here again bitches had the edge, but there 
were a number of lovely dogs of both sexes. 

Winner's Dog, Davenitch Victorian Turret, owned and shown by Diane 
Proeber, and Winner's Bitch, Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch, owned and 
shown by Kym Hill, were litter brother and sister from the 12-18 month class 
and were children of the BOB bitch, bred by Connie Whan and sired by 
Davenitch Sand Piper! No surprise then that their mother won the Brood 
Bitch class as well as BOB! Both of these youngsters are extremely promising 
and should do well. Winner's Bitch was also Best of Winners, due to slightly 
better length of back and maturity on the day. Reserve Winner's Dog, 
Davenitch Luca's Limelight, was a litter brother to Winner's Dog (and Bitch!}, 
owned and shown by Connie Whan was likewise a lovely and extremely pro
mising puppy. Reserve Winner's Bitch, Chimera Trudy Trudette, bred by 
Pam Allen, owned by Terri Allison, by Ch. Joseter Geefax out of Ch. Chimera 
Raven, was a lovely brindle, who pushed the winner hard. Both Winners 
were showing extremely well which put the finishing touch on an already 
lovely picture. · 

The winner of the Veteran Dog class, Ch. Pinehurst's Big Boy, bred, 
owned, and shown by Bill Enders, (by Ch. Rollingwoods Mister Hobart CD 
out of Ch. Bobwyn Foxy Lady of Brymore), the winner of the National 
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Specialty in 1987 under Sonica Godden, was having a great day at age 12 + !! 
He won 2nd place in the Stud Dog class as well. Veteran's Bitch, Ch. Westwyn 
Athena, bred and co-owned by Bonnie Scherer, owned and handled by Leah 
James (by Ch. Westwyn Tyger Tyger out of Ch. Windward Yard a Dwtsen) 
triumphed in another very competitive class and was looking excellent in 
every respect at age 10. 

By BOB Cardigan, Ch. Davenitch Shiloh Luca, bred by Susan and Joseph 
Weigel and owned and shown by Connie Whan, is to my mind the finest Car
digan Welsh Corgi we have whelped in the United States. Her quality is so 
outstanding that it brings tears to one's eyes. Her spectacular record as a pro
ducer shows us that it can all be done in one package - Best of Breed at 
National Specialties, Best in Show at a large All Breed Show and a fantastic 
producer as well. I felt honored to be able to pass judgment on this wonderful 
girl. 

Not far behind her and actually pushing her up to the very last moment 
was my BOS, Ch. Zircon's Bobby Sox, bred and owned by Rochelle and 
Eddie Stuve and handled by Eddie (by Ch. Kennebec Ice Anchor out of Ch. 
Zircon's Yolanda of Megwyn CD). I have long admired this dog and was 
pleased to see him looking so well in such incredible competition. I had 
"Miss Luca" and "Bobby" picked fairly early on as my best bitch and my best 
dog of the day, but I had not decided which of the two was the better! 
"Bobby", as well as "Miss Luca", excels in breed type. Both animals could be 
used as ideal role models in my mind - long, low, good toplines, lovely 
headpieces, sound effortless movement, correct coats and tail carriage. It 
must be noted the these two are half-brother and sister, both having been 
sired by Ch. Kennebec Ice Anchor, a dog who has really turned the breed 
around in the United States. "Link" could not be shown at this Specialty as his 
co-owner had judged the Sweepstakes, but can you imagine sauntering into 
the Stud Dog Class with BOB and BOS as your offspring?? 

My most difficult decisions were concerning the Merit Awards. I had too 
many nice dogs and too few awards! (Actually, 5 Awards is on the skimpy 
side in a ring with over 80 dogs in competition directly against each other! 
Perhaps 10% would have been more reasonable?) In my first cut of Specials, 
I took dogs I felt had quality that the spectators should recognize . Many 
would not be in final contention, but still there was quality to be noticed. 
Dogs short of back and neck did not make it into the first cut as this outline is 
so incorrect and is something we should all be trying to breed away from . In 
the next cut, dogs with markedly incorrect fronts did not make it. 
When we got to our final cuts in dogs and in bitches, we had some truly 
beautiful animals. The Awards of Merit went to Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus, 
Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare, Ch. Kollage Callao Callay, Ch. Sisterwood's 
Happy Angel Wings and Ch. Sunnybank's Lucky Penny. 

- I had not judged Nautilus before and found him to be a very exciting 
flashy male with excellent type and side movement, who just demanded to 
be noticed. No wonder he has done the winning that he has. 

- Truth or Dare, a Nautilus daughter, (a move-up from the classes) was 
a truly lovely, very correct brindle tri bitch, who had a spectacular weekend. I 
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believe she was Best in Sweeps on Sunday and under English judge Peter 
Clifton, was Best of Breed in a very large entry and also Group III under John 
Connolly (amidst our raucous applause!} in a ring chock full of Best in 
Show winners! 

- Callao Callay is a bitch I had admired and put BOB in a supported 
entry previously. She is a gorgeous dark brindle, utterly sound and correct. 
She also won 2nd in the Brood Bitch class. 

- Happy Angel Wings was a darling and beautiful light brindle I just 
wanted to hug and take home with me! She as the others, was very typey and 
very correct, also very sweet in expression. 

- Lucky Penny was a red bitch, perhaps not flashy in demeanor, but very 
correct and sound. The more I judged her, the more I could not find anything 
to fault her on. This type of dog is often overlooked and wrongly so. Show
manship and flash are lovely and never hurt a dog in the ring,. but one must 
keep an open mind also for the less showy or perhaps plainer marked dogs, 
who are typey and correct, but perhaps do not leap out and demand your 
notice. These dogs need "finding" and often contribute as much or even 
more to the breed than the flashier dogs, who sometimes show so well that 
non-breeder judges overlook some serious faults in favor of showman
ship. 

I think it is worth noting that, although brindles were in the majority, 
Awards included brindle pointed tricolor and a red. There were no blues in 
the top ranks this year, but one blue bitch I feel very n ecessary to note is the 
Gladstone's Ch. Aragom's Silver Sorceress, a lovely girl I have always 
admired. I had to do some very painful decision making to find only 5 
Awards of Merit and would have loved to be able to reward this bitch also . 
When I did have to narrow it down, "Ffaegen" was out of coat, and although 
this does not take away from the bitch's overall merit, it did make her lacking 
in finish on the day and I therefore reluctantly had to leave her out. Also very 
worthy of note were Kathy Harper's Ch. Tempest's Classy Chassis, a 
gorgeous red bitch with everything there, including one of the best fronts I 
have ever seen, but out of coat on the day. Also very impressive was Ch. 
Kennebec Hardy Oliver, a deep red brindle dog, owned by Maureen and 
Rodger Wilson, who looks very much like his father, Big Boy, but was off a bit 
in topline on the day. 

All my choices in for final competition for BOB have a lot to offer the 
breed and I will be most curious to see how they fare in the show ring and 
how they produce. In this group was some of the loveliest side movement I 
have seen in the breed, not to mention the excellent breed type which is, of 
course, what got them into the last cut. 

The Stud Dog class and Brood Bitch class both featured some very stiff 
competition. These classes can be very difficult to judge and also for spec
tators to follow. Judging is done on the merits of the get only, although the 
sire or dam must be checked for disqualifying faults or problems, such as 
lameness, that would cause them to be excused . The problem is that the 
ribbons are awarded on the m erits of TWO or THREE dogs, not just O NE. 
This can be quite difficult. If, fo r example, a stud is presented with a decent 
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but quite large dog and a nice but quite small dog, where is the continuity? If a 
dog has a higher tailset and carriage, he might get away with it in the classes. 
But if a bitch is presented with two or thre~ puppies who all show this same 
fault, then the group must be faulted for this problem more than they might 
have been separately. Likewise a dog who comes in with two nice puppies 
and one poor puppy is also faulted . What we are saying here is, "See what my 
dog produces! Do you like it?" The winner of the very competitive Stud Dog 
class was Ch. Zircon's Jack of Hearts (bred by Rochelle and Eddie Stuve, by 
Ch. Foxholder's Black Jack out of Ch. Zircon's Yolanda of Megwyn CD, 
owned by Pat Mann, Neila Gelvin and the breeders) . His get were lovely
typey, sound and very uniform and including, I believe, one of the Award of 
Merit winners and one other Special who was in the final cut. The winner of 
the Brood Bitch class, as mentioned, was the BOB bitch, "Miss Luca", and her 
lovely off-spring, the Winner's Dog and Winner's Bitch. I felt both of these 
classes worked out well, with clear cut decisions, which is not always the case 
with Stud Dog and Brood Bitch. 

I must mention one of the true high points of the whole weekend! This 
was when the Rev. Patrick Ormos gave two lovely prayers for the animals 
and then proceeded to sing the national anthem. It was very appropriate. 
What was even more appropriate was that several of the dogs decided to join 
the singer and there issued forth a delicate and not entirely untuneful 
"Awoo-awoo"ing which blended well with Patrick's wonderful voice! I was 
very pleased. 

Again I wish to thank everyone for the weekend of a lifetime! I feel very 
honored to have been allowed to judge your dogs at the National Specialty 
and at such a spectacular specialty to boot. I think everyone unfamiliar with 
the quality of the dogs in this country came away very impressed. I know I 
was impressed. Everyone needs to study the quality and properties of the 
dogs which won over the weekend - there were not only many similarities, 
but many of the same dogs used over and over. This is the goal toward which 
we should be breeding - to produce correct, typey, sound Cardigans which 
can win under breeder-judges from this country and also from the island of 
origin, and one which can hold its own under "all-breed" judges in this 
country also! 
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•******• 
* * * * * riftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* woo~~HmE 
PHI-VESTAVIA VICTORIAN IACE 

~ ♦""•·· 
◄ ►·~· •~. ◄ ► . '; • 

- ) 
I 

(Am/Can. Ch. Salvenik Sea Treasure x 
Am/Can. Ch . Phi 's Amazing Grace Ap Ronel) 

"Emily" is shown here winning her class at the CWCCA National 
Specialty. She also went second in her regular class. Thanks to 
Cathy and Patrick for handling her to these special wins. 

Owners: 
Susan and Ron Graef 
WCOllaKml 
1207 Colony Pines Dr. 
Newport News, VA 23602 

Breeders: 
Cathy Ochs-Cline & 
Patrick Ormos 
Phi-Vestavia 

************************** 
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Connie Whan and DAVENITCH LUCA'S LIMELIGHT on winning 
Reserve Winners Dog at the JUBILEE show under Judge Andrea 

Ternus and at the Rubber City show the next day under 
Judge Peter Clifton. 

KENNEBEC 
Helen B. Jones and Robert R. Caldwell 

9400 Sperry Rd. 
Mentor, Ohio 44060 

******~****************** 
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•******• 
* * * * * ciftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• ** *•** 

I(ollage 

Kollage's Unchained Melody 
BEST PUPPY 

A lovely bitch who had a harmonious blend of rype, movement and 
temperament, Melody was tragically lost from the Kollage clan 
recently. Her haunting refrains will echo through our minds forever. 

Kathy Harper, DVM Cindy Jo Bro"'n, DVM 
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* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 
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*• •* **** 
!Collage 

Kollage's Pinball Wizzard 
(Ch. Pinehurst's Big Boy x Ch. Kollage Calloo Callay) 

Rocky certainly kept the screen lighting up over the Specialty week
end - winning three of his four classes and placing in the fourth. 
Rocky's currently at home ~rowin~ a new coat before richocheting 
out to begin racking up pomts agam. 
Jimmie & Sarah Harrison Cindy Jo Brown, DVM 
Sa-Hara Kathy Haq,_er, DVM 
291 North Hulin Ave. -Breeders/Co-owners-
Tignall, GA 30668 

************* 
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Kollage's Jumping Jack Flash 
(Ch. Pinehurst's Big Boy x Ch. Kollage Callao Callay) 

Winner of the Bred-by Exhibitor Dog class under Mrs. Ternus, 
Flashman has both his majors and lacks only a few points to finish. 
He is a rich red with a black mask, substantial bone and excellent 
shoulder layback. His first litter ( out of Ch. Davenitch's Summer 
Tempest) is on the ground and we're seeing red (4 boys, 2 girls). 
Inquiries invited. 

Kathy Harper, DVM 
(205) 699-3905 

Cindy Jo Brown, DVM 
(803) 641-0821 

************************** 
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* * ** * 
* * * * * riftieth Anntversa , 

* * •• 

P19{'EJi'l19(S'I 
'Very Prow£ of Our OU %an .. . 

Cft. Pinefutrst. 'Big 'Boy 
Sliown wimung tlu o/eterans class at tlu 'J{g,tiona£Specialty for tlu 4tfi time at 
12 + years of age! 'TlianK..,you Jwfge )UU{rea 'T emus. 

'!Jig '!Joy's accomp{islimmts indutfe: 
'1JO'13 1987 '.J{.atumal, from tlie 'Veterans Cfus 
'130'13 1988 'Westminster '.l(erme{ C{UD 
24 Lifetime group Pfacements, inc{mfing group 'Wins 
'13OS 1984 Centennial Specialty 
:Multipe group 'WinniTIIJ yet 

'!Jiff 'E,naus 
1743 Patrufge 'Dr. 

~ , SC 29801-5717 

********** ~ ***** ** 
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•******• 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* .. * *• •* *••* 
SISTERWOOD 

Ch. Sisterwood's Lord Digby 

Winner of the 12-15 Month Dog Sweepstakes class under 
Jonathan Kimes. 

Digby currently resides with Mike and Karen Burnside in California 

Pat Mann 
SISTERWOOD 

15118 Hamilton, Greenwood, MO 64034 
(816) 987-3376 
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Jubilee &,pecially 
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•******• 
* * * * 'Fiftieth Anntversarr * * * .... * 

* • * *• •* *••* 
Mistwood Cardigans 

presents 

Ch. Davenitch Lucas Bronte 
1992 National Sweepstakes Winner 

slOAt ~ 
+~'\JLf'~ 

cWCCA ~o 

Finished with three majors: 
3 pts. at Columbia 
4 pts. at Witchita 
5 pts. at Rubber City 

Owners: 
Diana Rogers and Connie Whan 

Special thanks to Connie Whan and Kym Hill. 
Diana Rogers 

619 N. 3rd, Albia, Iowa 52531 
Planning for late fall puppies by Am/Can. Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus 

(515) 932-2417 

************************** 
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Phi-Uestavia 
ClassY. Correct Cardil!ans with Character 

National SPecialn, Best Ueteran in Sweepstakes 

Ch. Joseter Geefax. JW. HC 

"Jeepers" entered the show rins for the first time in 3 Years. 
makins only his eishth American appearance! What a wonder
ful daY. Thank You judse Ken Linacre. 

Jeepers is owned bY: 
Cathy Oebs-Cline, Patrick Ormos & Jane Walser (all 
pfetured) 

*********** ************ * 
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50th Anniversary Jubilee Specialty 
Akron, Ohio 

June 4-6, 1992 

Best of Breed 
Ch. Davenitch Shiloh Luca 

Best of Winners 
Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch 

Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed 
Ch. Zircon's Bobby Socks 

Regular Classes - Entry 219 (62-79) 50-28 
Judge: Mrs. Andrea Temus 

Puppy Dogs, 6-9 (21) 
1 Wegner's Indian Summer (Wegners) 
2 Sisterwood's Ambler (Mann & 

Gelvin) 
3 Bevlyn's Annisette's Oliver (Zuccaro) 
4 Winstonwil's Obvious Choise 

(Harrisons) 

Puppy Dogs, 9-12 (10) 
1 Kollage's Pinball Wizzard (Harrisons, 

Harper & Brown) 
2 Cardach's Robin Hood of Sunup 

(Bennetts) 
3 Kollage's Secret Agent Man (Miller, 

Harper & Brown) 
4 Nab's Aelwyd Over Trump 

(Bucklands) 

Dogs, 12-18 (14) 
1 Davenitch Victorian Turret (Proeber) 
2 Davenitch Luca's Limelight (Whan) 
3 Ula Mauna GlenEllen Grand Slam 

(Caemer & Busby) 
4 Aragorn's Noteworthy Drummer 

(Hilperts & Gladstones) 
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Puppy Bitches, 6-9 (17) 
1 Davenitch Sunny Strider (Whan) 
2 Kaschew Klassi Zihna Nina (Holmes) 
3 Sisterwood's Amo Te (Mann & 

Gelvin) 
4 Glynhavn Cozy Blumer (DuPont) 

Puppy Bitches, 9-12 (13) 
1 Kollage's Unchained Melody (Harper 

& Brown) 
2 Phi-Vestavia Victorian Lace (Graefs) 
3 Cardach's Mary Poppins (Lonnquist 

& Bishop) 
4 Airdrie Angel Wings Gackson) 

Bitches,12-18 (15) 
1 Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch (Hill) 
2 Phi-Vestavia Ultra Fashen (Sanders & 

Anderson) 
3 Zircon's Penuche (McDowells) 
4 Rhydowen Desiree (Tucker) 

Novice Bitches (3) 
1 Talyllyn Bevlyn Du A Gwynn 

(Brogan & Kehrberg) 
2 Airdrie Ice Angel Gackson) 
3 Nab's Hearts R Trump (Bucklands) 



Novice Dogs (2) 
1 Kennebec Kai From Ulamauna 

Oohnson) 
2 Airdrie Northwood Archangel 

Oackson & Bradbury) 

Bred-by-Exhibitor Dogs (7) 

1 Kollage's Jumping Jack Flash (Harper 
& Brown) 

2 Springshire Myrddin in Black 
(Warczaks & Spoor) 

3 Sisterwood Texstoast O' Bearqwest 
(Mann & Gelvin) 

4 Thistle's Winrush Air Jordan 
(Russells) 

American-Bred Dogs (2) 
1 Fine Creek's Mr. Earl (Taylors) 
2 Trailwyn Caergrawnt Jayfax 

(Sprague & Clifford) 

Open Dogs (6) 
1 Davenitch English Toffee (Maclnnes) 
2 Sisterwood's Lord Digby (Mann, 

Gelvin & Boice) 
3 Davenitch Just Maybe (Whan) 
4 Chimera Nightfall (Walser) 

Winners Dog 
Ch. Davenitch Victorian Turret 

Reserve Winners Dog 
Davenitch Luca's Limelight 
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Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches (8) 
1 Trailwyn Bealehouse Electra 

(Clifford) 
2 Rhydowen Cymru's Happy Lass 

(Farrance & Santi) 
3 Sisterwood Hi Brow Bearqwest 

(Mann & Gelvin) 
4 Aragorn's Dust in the Wind 

(Gladstones) 

American Bred Bitches (7) 
1 Rhydowen Pitching Penny's 

(Siragusa & Santi) 
2 Nab's Ms. Kitty of Davenitch 

(Bucklands) 
3 Dsslns Providence V Rglhvn (Maley 

& McMichael) 
4 Aelwyd Finnshavn Dragon Fire 

(Maclnnes) 

Open Bitches (16) 
1 Chimera Trudy Trudette (Smith) 
2 Kennebec Red Oak Romance 

(Wellman) 
3 Davenitch Luca's Bronte (Rogers & 

Whan) 
4 Ch. Sisterwood's Happy Sweetheart 

(Mann & Gelvin) 

Winners Bitch 
Ch. Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch 

Reserve Winners Bitch 
Chimera Trudy Trudette 



Best of Breed 
Judge: Andrea Temus 

Since there was such a large special's entry I would like to list the dogs 
and bitches making the various cuts. Please note that there were three cuts 
in dogs and two cuts in bitches. 

First Cut in Dogs: 
Ch. Kollage's Elfin Magic 
Ch. Davenitch Surprise Package 
Ch. Winbucks Bach Anrheg Cymreig 
Ch. Pluperfect Princeling 
Ch. Chimera Robyn Emrys 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Andrew's Pride 
Ch. Chimera Vestavia Cub Run, CD 
Ch. Karina Airdrie Do No Wrong 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Quasimodo 
Ch. Winstonwil's Priority Mail, CD 
Ch. Rhydowen Barry De Lafayette 
Ch. Sisterwood's Magic Moment 
Ch. Springshire's Jumping Jack 

Second Cut in Dogs: 
Ch. Westwyn Bag O ' Nails, CD 
Ch. Lomoor's Lo Rider, CDX 
Ch. Sir Gawain of Davenitch 
Ch. Shiloh Ever Ready Eddie 
Ch. Zircon's Sock Hop 
Ch. Kentwood Luc 
Ch. McLea's Mac Iver 
Ch. Zircon's Jack of Hearts 

Third Cut in Dogs: 
Ch. Rhydowen Topnotchblu Corian 
Ch. Zircon Bobby Socks 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Rainbow Warrior 
Ch. Kennebec Hardy Oliver 
Ch. Sisterwood's Brian Boru 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus 

First Cut in Bitches 
Ch. Cardach Happy's Fyxsen 
Ch. Davenitch Glenmar Diamond Lil 
Ch. Megwyn's Short Bred Cookie 
Ch. Kaschew Klassi T aima Bear 
Ch. Kennebec BJ's Rainbow 
Ch. Kennebec Red Oak Richochet 
Ch. Jason 's Bijou, CD 

Second Cut in Bitches 
Ch. Aragorn's Silver Sorceress 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Original Sin 
Ch. Davenitch Shiloh Luca 
Ch. Kollage' s Calloo Callay 
Ch. Tempest Classy Chassis 
Ch. Sisterwood 's Happy Angel Wings 
Ch. Sunnybank's Lucky Penny 

Honorable Mentions to Best of Breed 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus 

Ch. Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare 
Ch. Kollage' s Calloo Callay 

Ch. Sisterwood's Happy Angel Wings 
Ch. Sunnybank's Lucky Penny 
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* * * * * riftteth Anniversary * * .,,, * · 

* •• * *• ... ** *••* 
GLENMAR 

DAVENITCH GLENMAR DIAMOND LIL 
(Davenitch Sand Piper x Ch. Davenitch Shiloh Luca) 

Well, a good time was had by all ... and we do mean all! Lil 
wishes to congratulate her mama and her littermates for their 
many successes at the 1992 Specialty. As a young Champion, Lil 
placed in both of her Sweepstakes classes and made cuts in the 
Best of Breed Competition on both days. We are very pleased by 
her efforts. 

Thanks to Connie Whan for this special Luca - Piper girl! 

GLENMAR KENNELS 
DENISE ZORTMAN GLEN SCHMITZ 

RR#2, BOX64 
BATES CITY, MO 64011 

(816) 625-4224 

************************** 
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CWCCA National Specialty 
Obedience Results 

June 5, 1992 
Judge: Mr. Richard Holcomb 

Novice A 
1 Ch. Phi-Vestavia Spyglass (Mills): 193 pts. 
2 Ch. WinBucks Bach Anrheg Cymreig (Rhoten): 182 1/2 
3 Spered's April Rose (Albrechts): 178 1/2 pts. 
4 Ch. Kollage's Elfin Magic (Wiley): 176 pts. 

Novice B 
1 Aramora Coedwig Whata Gadget (Teschs): 195 pts. 
2 Gemstone's Jade Pooka (McKeag): 193 pts. 
3 Spered Dove Across the Water (Bouricius); 189 pts. 
4 Trailwyn Caergrawnt Jayfax (Sprague & Clifford): 188 1/2 pts. 

Open A 
1 Winstonwil's Happy Camper, CD PT (Hasemeiers) 187 pts. 
2 Ch. Winstonwil's Priority Mail, CD (Mitchell): 186 pts. 
3 NaB's Kelda Wallis, CD (Bouricius): 181 pts. 

OpenB 
1 Rhydowen Chelsea, UD (Barish): 194 1/2 pts. 
2 Winstonwil's Tigger, CDX (Weigel): 194 pts. 
3 Ch. Davenitch Vanna of Aramora, CDX (Teschs): 192 1/pts. 
4 Ch. Airdrie JP Morgan's Supernova, CDX (Conway); 188 1/2 pts. 

Utility A 
1 Ch. Airdrie JP Morgan's Supernova, CDX: 174 pts. 
2 Ch. Pluperfect Pudding Pop, CDX (Volkman): 173 1/2 pts. 

Utility B 
No Qualifiers 

Graduate Novice 
Judged by: Mrs. Irma Dixon 

1 Ch. Riverview Sir Tippy Treasure, CD (Wagner): 156 1/2+ pts. 
2 Ch. Bevlyn Tiger Lillie, CD (Sanders): 156 1/2 pts. 
3 Sunnybank's Social Security, CD (Olcott): 151 1/2 pts. 
4 NaB's Talking Back of ST's, CD (Cones): 149 1/2 

Veterans 
Judged by: Mr. Richard Holcomb 

1 Pooh's Future Tempest, CD (Conways): 188 pts. 
2 Rhydowen Cori, UD (Barish) 184 1/2 pts. 
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Brace 
Judged by: Mrs. Irma Dixon 

1 Ch. Davenitch Vanna of Aramora, CDX/Ch. Davenitch 
Butter Brickle, UD: 191 pts. 

2 Gemstone's Jade Pooka/Baldon's Blue Dahlia, CDX: 186 1/2 pts. 
3 Pooh's Future Tempest, CD/Ch. Airdire JP Morgan's Supernova, 

CDX: 114 pts. 
4 Phi-Vestavia Magnolia Maid/Deb's Mr. A. Milkmoustache, CDX, 

HT (Maley): 97 pts. 

Versatility 
Judged by: Mr. Richard Holcomb 

1 Ch. Davenitch Butter Brickle, UD (Tes_i::hs): 192 1/2 pts. 
2 Ch. Davenitch Vanna of Aramora, CDX: 156 pts. 
3 Cardach YStorm O Rhewllyd, UD (Olson): 147 pts . 
4 Ch. Airdrie JP Morgan's Supernova, CDX: 144 1/2 pts. 

Team 
Judged by: Mr. Richard Holcomb & Mrs. Irma Dixon 

1 Ch. Davenitch Vanna of Aramora, CDX/Ch. Davenitch 
Butter Brickle, UD/Ch. Airdrie JP Morgans Supernova, 

CDX/Winstonwil's Happy Camper, CD, PT: 722 pts . 

High Score Dog in the Regular Classes: 
Aramora Coedwig Whata Gadget 

High Score Dog in Open B/Utility: 
Ch. Airdrie JP Morgans Supernova, CDX 

High Score Dog with a Herding Title: 
Winstonwil's Happy Camper, CD, PT 

High Score Champion: 
Ch. Davenitch Vanna of Aramora, CDX 
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•******* 
* * * * * riftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 

Nash • Howard 

U-CD AKC/SKC CH. Redbud's-The Right Stuff, CDX, HC and 
U-CD CH. Country Howard-Be-Thy-Name, CDX, IT, HCT 

Both qualified for their first leg toward their HT at this year's CWCCA 
Herding Test in Nova, Ohio. 

Thanks: Linda Broschart for your helpful hints, and Debbie Burnett for the use 
of your "Lucky Staff." 

Heart of Gold 
Lisa Klepper/Jay Phillips 

(817) 692,9482 
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* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* •• * * * .,, ** 
**** 

Ch. WlnBucks Bach Anrheg Cymrelg 

(Ch. Chandler's Critics Choise x Ch. Zircon's Ebony 'n' Ivory, CDX) 

Bach Anrheg ("Little Gift") continued his winning ways at the 
Jubilee, receiving first in sweepstakes 18-21 months and 
second in Novice A (his first leg!) under Judges Kimes and 
Holcomb. A special thank you to breeders Jan Dickson, 
Charles Harrison and Sue Harrison. Bach is indeed a "gift" 
which I treasure. 

Dr. Linda Rhoten 
Route 3, Box 157 

Stillwater, Oklahoma 74075 
(405) 377-5316 

************************** 
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•******* 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 

HAPPY'S PLACE 

r 

' 

Am/Can. Ch. Pluperfect Pudding Pop, CDX 

Owner-Trainer: Virginia Volkman 

Second Place in Utility A at the 
_ CWCCA 1992 National Specialty 

Home of: Ch. Cardach Happys Fyxsen 
Ch. Kennebec Happys Panache 

Happys Carter 

204 W. Ada St., Box 286 
New Carlisle, IN 46552 

************************** 
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CWCCA Annual Awards for 1991 
Presented at the National Specialty Dinner 

by the Awards Committee 

Kentwood Cup: For the Cardigan winning the greatest number of club 
points during 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Chimera Robyn Emrys; LeRoy & Rachel Doggett 
Runner Up: Ch. Lorien's Argyle Patterns; Diane Proeber 

Del Val Trophy: For the Cardigan defeating the greatest number of 
Cardigans in direct competition in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Rhydowen Elite Designer; Nancy K. Stockslager 
Runner Up: Ch. Zircon Jack of Hearts; Pat Mann, Neila Gelvin, 
Edwidge Stuve 

Wendac Trophy: For the Cardigan winning Best of Opposite Sex to 
the winner of the Del Val Trophy. 
Winner: Ch. Zircon Jack of Hearts 
Runner Up: Ch. Kentwood Luc; Pat Santi & Emiline Steinbronn 

Ch. Swansea Busy Trophy: For the Cardigan with the greatest number 
of group placings in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Rosedale's Louisiana Blues; Elizabeth Patterson 
Runner up: Ch. Chimera Robyn Emrys 

Westwyn Trophy: For the Cardigan of the opposite sex to the winner 
of the Ch. Swansea Busy Trophy winning the greatest number of group 
placings in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Chimera Robyn Emrys 
Runner Up: Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus; Cathy Ochs-Cline, Patrick 
Ormos, Eugenia Bishop 

Jerry Ohrt Memorial Trophy: For the Cardigan winning the greatest 
number of Best of Opposite Sex to Best of Breed awards during 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Westwyn McLea's Hide N Seek; Bonnie Scherer 
Runner Up: Ch. Rhydowen Elite Designer 
Winsdown Brymore Carbon Blue Trophy: For the blue merle Cardi
gan winning the most club points in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Rosedale's Louisiana Blues 
Runner Up: Ch. Jason's Bijou, CD; Edward & Nancy Warc:ak 
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Ch. Parmel Bryn Memori;l Trophy: For the Cardigan breeder whose 
kennel has produced, regardless of current ownership, the Cardigans 
winning the greatest number of club points in 1991. 
Winner: Rhydowen Kennel; Pat Santi 
Runner Up: Phi-Vestavia; Cathryn Ochs-Cline & Patrick Ormos 

Dilwel Trophy: For the exhibitor/owner whose dogs won the greatest 
number of clu_b points in 1991. 
Winner: Rhydowen 
Runner Up: Zircon 

Winsdown Trophy: For the breeder/owner whose dogs won the most 
club points in 1991. 
Winner: Vestavia 
Runner Up: Rhydowen 
Greggy Cup: For the small kennel whose dogs won the greatest number 
of club points in 1991. 
Winner: Lorien; Gary & Diane Proeber 
Runner up: Tregaron; LeRoy & Rachel Doggett 

Ch. Lord Jim's Lucky Domino Trophy: For the owner/exhibitor 
whose Cardigans won the greatest number of points in 1991. Limited to 
those exhibiting 5 or less Cardigan. 
Winner: Aberdovey; Nancy K. Stockslager 
Runner up: Lorien 

Bole Cup: For the Cardigan stud dog whose get, regardless of owner
ship, won the greatest number of club points. 
Winner: Ch. Kentwood Luc 
Runner Up: Ch. Davenitch Clean Sweep; Connie Whan 

Cymry Cup: For the Cardigan brood bitch chose produce regardless of 
ownership, won the greatest number of club points in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Phi's Amazing Grace Ap Ronel; Patrick Ormos & 
Cathy Ochs-Cline 
Runner Up: Ch. Megwyn's Cross Country Girl; Connie Whan 

Ch. Swansea Good Nite Memorial Trophy: For the sire who produced 
the most champion offspring regardless of ownership in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Davenitch Clean Sweep 
Runner Up: Ch. Locksleyhall Laird; Rhydowen Kennels 
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Ch. Vestavia's Avant-Garde Memorial Trophy: For the bitch produc
ing the most champion offspring regardless of ownership in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Shiloh Josie of Raconteur: Vivian Moran 
Runner Up: Ch. Megwyn's Cross Country Girl 

Ch. Brigant of Bronant, UD Trophy: For the Cardigan defeating the 
largest number of dogs in obedience classes at AKC Trials where it 
earned a placement in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Davenitch Vanna of Aramora, CDX; Kerry &Janice 
Tesch 
Runner Up: Pera Kipmetna: Margaret Hickel 

Ch. Carias Yr Brymore, CDX Memorial Trophy: For the person or 
kennel whose Cardigans (owned, bred or sired by his stud dogs) have 
earned the largest number of qualifying scores at AKC Obedience Trials 
in 1991. 
Winner: Rhydowen Kennels 
Runner Up: Davenitch 

Ch. Dorre Don's Blue Tango, UD Memorial Trophy: For the Cardi
gan earning the largest number of AKC Obedience Trial Championship 
points in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Black Magic Desert Raider, UD; Dr. Sandra Woods 
Runner Up: Ch. Davenitch Butter Brickle, UD; Kerry & Janice 
Tesch 

Ch. Llanfair's Smoky the Bear, UD Trophy: For the Cardigan placing 
first in the "Shuman System" in 1991. 
Winner: Ch. Black Magic Desert Raider, UD 
Runner Up: Rhydowen Chelsea, UD; Ruth Barish 

Ch. Shady Miss Memorial Trophy: For the Junior Handler winning 
the mos t points in Junior Showmanship in 1991. 
Winner: Michael Moran 
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•******• 
* * * * * riftteth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 

POLLY'S PREMIERE:: 

►.,•~~ ~.•~ .... 
~ft 
~ 
~ 
► 

► 

DSSLHS PROVIDENCE V RHLIIVN 
( Ch . Kennebec Ice Anchor x Cymreign DH Abigail Adams) 

Joining Cavalier in May, Polly's first show with us was the Na
tional, where she placed third in her class. Thanks to Anne Taylor 
for handling Polly to such a promising debut! Watch for her 
smiling face and happy disposition in the show, obedience, herding 
and agility rings starting this fall. 

Annabel Maley Meg MeMlehael 
Cavalier Cardigans 

************************** 
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PW-VESTAVIA MAGNOLIA MAID, CD 

(Ch. Twinroc Trapper John x Ch. Phi's Flower Powu) 

Maggie finished her CD at the National, after getii.."lg her 2nd leg 
and 3rd place the previous Sunday at Forsyth Kennel Club. Not 
the typical obedience Cardigan, Maggie has been a challenge worth 
the effort. Maggie will start herding training this fall, and needs 
just a major to finish. 

Owner/Hander: 
Annabel Irene Maley 
Ca'1Riier Cardigans 

Breeders: 
Cathy Ochs-Cline & 

Patrick Ormos 

***********~************** 
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•******* 
* * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * ** ** *•** 

MORGAN., COX., PT ::: 

DEB'S MR. A. MII41iMOUSTACHE, CD~ PT 

Morgan breezed to his PT, earning his title in under 7 minutes 
total running time (two runs). With clean runs both Saturday and 
Sunday, Morgan showed how it should be done, never losing 
control of his sheep, earning high praise from both testers. Mor
gan is the first Cardigan "CDX, PT"! 

Annabel Irene Maley 
Cafltlier Cardigans 

1824 Maiden Lane, S.W. 
Roanoke, Virginia 24015 

(703) 342-7099 

************************* 
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From Sweden to USA 
by Peter Clifton 

There are many interesting and chilling aspects to judging abroad, none 
more so than the judging procedure used in different countries. To judge 
Boston Terriers in Sweden and Cardigans in the U.S.A. within a few days 
of each other was a challenge that I looked forward to with relish. 

It is common in Sweden to start the placements from the bottom, fifth 
to first, which probably makes it more interesting from the ringside, but I was 
asked to place every dog in reserve order. Try is some time with a class of 
fifteen. It is usual to tell your placements to the steward, who makes the 
necessary notes which you then check together to verify that everything is 
correctly understood, and finally the steward calls the winners numbers up. 
I had a large super quality entry to judge at the Boston Terrier Club of 
Sweden Specialty Show, all followed by excellent company and superb 
weather, and it was with a little sadness that I had to leave after only three 
days in order to fulfill my judging engagement in the U.S.A. 

On arriving in America it was lovely to be reunited with my family as 
Anne and my Mother flew out a few days earlier. Mind you, I don't think 
they were missing me too much as they were late in arriving at the airport 
to pick me up! I was somewhat relieved to see that my Mother like Jason, 
showed no ill effects of the journey. Probably age makes them wiser. All of 
us stayed with Bob Caldwell and Helen Jones and a vast array of Cardigans, 
and many hours were spent discussing the virtues and faults of their dogs. 
In many ways it was unfortunate that I was judging there because it meant 
I had to miss the fiftieth anniversary show - the biggest on record, but the 
comments on that show have been made by others. While Anne and my 
Mother attended the Specialty show on all day, I spent my time with Paul 
Slaboda of the renowned Twinroc Kennels. Paul is a true professional dog 
man through and through and a competitor after my own heart, which 
rubbed off in the superb game of ten pin bowls we had. I won't say who won, 
but sometime I'll show you the trophy! 

My judging assignment was the Rubber City Kennel Club, where an 
entry of 133 Cardis awaited me. The system of judging in the states is not 
too dissimilar to own, and the AKC supplies one with literature and 
guidelines that if studied are most beneficial. One or two interesting points 
from the booklets are 'judges who exhibit are frequently a major source of 
complaint, this is even more so for judges who handle their own dogs.' 
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To judge in the normal manner means 'you' are: able to walk round about 
the ring without crutches, a cane, or the aid of another person; 2. DO not 
have to judge from a sittingposition; 3. are able to bend overto examine dogs 
in a normal manner; 4. have normal vision (correctable by eyeglasses or 
contact lenses if necessary to be able to judge dogs at a distance and for 
marking the judge's book; 5. aren't color blind; 6. have full use of one hand 
for examining dog and for writing. One is expected to judge twenty to 
twenty five dogs per hour, but in a strange country its not that easy to 
achieve, as one has to do all the ring work oneself - like checking every 
exhibit into the ring, and there is always an AKC representative at the 
ringside or showground who has to submit a report on the judge. Something 
that is probably long overdue here in England. The overall quality of my 
entry, in my humble opinion was good and I found the bitches to be the 
stronger sex. My BestofBreed was Ch. Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare, handled 
by one of her co-owners, Lisa Klepper. This bitch is a comparative youngster 
but very much full of quality and one of many bitches that could easily 
command the British ring. She had earlier in the day gone Best in 
Sweepstakes under Paul Slaboda. Best of Opposite Sex was Ch. Phi
Vestavia Spyglass owned by William and Sheryl Mills, a two year old with 
very good promise and the Best of Winners was Davenitch Victorian 
Turret, owned by Diane Proeber, and bred by Connie Whan, whose 
breeding, to say the least, had a most spectacular and thoroughly deserved 
time at the Specialty shows. I felt that the grass in our ring could have been 
shorter, and several of the exhibits found it difficult to master the long 
surface of the ring. Also quite a number were a little on the lethargic side, 
which probably could be put down to the time element over the two shows. 
Many exhibits were too wide in front. Let us remember and especially those 
who have come into the breed from the Pembroke Corgis, that the correct 
Cardi front and movement is not like that of the Pembroke. For if when you 
stand your dog you place his feet two to three inches apart then that's the 
line he/she should move on. Heads on the whole were pleasing, but there 
was a tendency in some to be a little on the coarse side and lacking stop. On 
thing that concerned me was that the tails, when on the move, were carried 
straight up. Certainly some of the tailset were too high, but others could 
easily have been corrected by better training. Certainly I found many of the 
American problems to be universal, but with the excitingly large number of 
lines available to the breeders many of their problems could be easily 
overcome. 

From Sweden, continued on page 85 
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Rubber City Kennel Club 
CWCCA Supported Show & Sweepstakes 

June 7, 1992 

Best of Breed and Group III 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare (Klepper, Ochs-Cline, Phillips) 

Best of Opposite Sex 

Ch. Phi-Vestavia Spyglass (Mills') 

Best of Winners 

Davenitch Victorian Turret 

Best in Sweepstakes 

Ch. Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare 

Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes 
Phi-Vestavia Waterloo 

Sweepstakes-Entry65 (29-36) 
Judge:PaulSlaboda 

Puppy Dogs, 6-9 Months (9) 
l Phi-Vestavia Waterloo (Ochs-Cline 

&Ormes) 
2 Phi-Vestavia Full Moon Fever (Ochs-Cline, 

Ormes & Klepper) 
3 Springshire Loch O'Finecreek (Warczaks) 
4 Winstonwil Obvious Chaise (Harrisons) 

Puppy Dogs, 9-12 Months (7) 
1 Kollage's Pinball Wizzard (Harrison, Harper 

& Btown) 
2 Kollage's Secret Agent Man (Miller, Harper 

& Brown) 
3 Springshire's Garvin Grandeur (Garvin & 

Warczaks) 
4 Sisterwood T exstoast O Bearqwest (Mann 

&Gelvin) 

Junior Dogs, 12-15 Months (8) 
1 Davenitch Victorian Turret (Proeber) 
2 Chandler's Pluperfect Payola (Blann & 

Bossi) 
3 Chandler's Pluperfect Plenty (Brian, Kimes 

& Chandler) 
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Puppy Bitches, 6-9 Months (1 1) 
1 Davenitch Sunny Strider (Whan) 
2 Rhydowen I'm No Angel Kaleigh 

(Lesebergs & Santi) 
3 Sisterwood's Amo Te (Mann & Gelvin) 
4 Coldstream Amethyst (Williams') 

Puppy Bitches, 9-12 Months (9) 
1 Springshire's Angel Wings (Warczaks) 
2 Kollage's Unchained Melody (Harper & 

Brown) 
3 Sisterwood Hi Brow Bearqwest (Mann & 

Gelvin) 
4 Coedwig Davenitch Iris (Shira & Whan) 

Junior Bitches, 12-15 Months (7) 
1 Ch. Phi-Vestavia Truth or Dare (Klepper, 

Ochs-Cline, Phillips) 
2 Davenitch Luca's Bronte (Whan & 

Rogers ) 
3 Davenitch Glenmar Diamond Lil (Schmitz 

& Zortman) 
4 Ch. Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch (Hilll 



4 Davenitch Luca's Limelight (Whan) 

Junior Dogs, 15-18 Months (3) 
1 Markwell's Matthew Cuthbert (Edwards) 
2 Ula Mauna Glenellen Grand Slam 

(Craemer & Busby) 
3 Davenitch Just Maybe (Whan) 

Dogs, 18-24 Months (2) 
1 Ch. Phi-Vestavia Spyglass (Mills') 
2 Ch. WinBucks Bach Anrheg Cymreig 

(Rhoten) 

Junior Bitches, 15-18 Months (6) 
1 Rhydowen Cymru's Happy Lass (Farrance 

&Santi) 
2 Davenitch Coedwig Blue Violet (Whan) 
3 Davenitch Glenmar Oh No Lucy! (Schmitz 

&Zortman) 
4 Ch. Sisterwood's Happy Sweetheart (Mann 

&Gelvin) 

Bitches, 18-24 Months (3) 
1 Ch. Raconteur Outside Overthere (Moran) 
2 Ch. Aberdovey's Primped N'Proper 

(Stockslager) 
3 Ch. Kennebec's Red Oak Ricochet 

(Greigs) 

Regular Classes - Entry 119 (31-39-27-21-1) 
Judge: Mr. Peter Clifton 

Puppy Dogs, 6-9 Months (12) 
1 Phi-Vestavia Waterloo (Ochs-Cline & 

Ormes) 
2 Winstonwil Obvious Chaise (Harrisons') 
3 Springshire Loch O'Finecreek (Warczaks) 
4 Phi-Vestavia Full Moon Fever (Ochs-Cline, 

Ormes & Klepper) 

Puppy Dogs, 9-12 Months (3) 
1 Kollage's Pinball Wizzard (Harrison, Harper 

& Brown) 
2 Springshire's Garvin Grandeur (Garvin & 

Warczaks') 
3 Kollage's Secret Agent Man (Miller, Harper 

&Brown) 

Bred-by-Exhibitor Dogs (3) 
1 Sisterwood T exstoast O Bearqwest (Mann 

&Gelvin) 
2 Pencader Y Fenni (Edwards) 
3 Kollage's Jumping Jack Flash (Harper & 

Brown) 

American-Bred Dogs (5) 
1 Davenitch Luca's Limelight (Whan) 
2 Chandler's Pluperfect Plenty (Brian, Kimes 

& Chandler) 

3 Rhydowen Fashen Statement (Anderson & 
Sanders) 

4 Chandler's Pluperfect Payola (Blann & 
Bossi) 
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Puppy Bitches, 6-9 (9) 
1 Davenitch Sunny Strider (Whan) 
2 Rhydowen I'm No Angel Kaleigh 

(Lesebergs & Santi) 
3 Coldstream Amethyst (Williams') 
4 Sisrerwood's Amo Te (Mann & Gelvin) 

Puppy Birches, 9-12 Months (7) 
1 Kollage's Unchained Melody (Harper & 

Brown) 
2 Springshire's Angel Wings (Warczaks) 
3 Mariels Cradle Song Fashen (Sanders) 
4 Airdrie Ice Angel Qackson) 

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches (5) 
1 Raconteur Light in August (Moran) 
2 Sisterwood Hi Brow Bearqwest (Mann & 

Gelvin) 
3 Rhydowen Cymru's Happy Lass (Farrance 

&Santi) 
4 Davenitch Coedwig Blue Violet (Whan) 

American-Bred Bitches (4) 
1 Rhydowen Pitching Penny's (Siragusa & 

Santi) 
2 Phi-Vestavia Tiger Rag (Hasemeiers) 
3 Airdrie Karina Miss Behavin Qackson & 

Hoyer) 
4 Aelwyd Finnshavn Dragon Fire 

(Macinnes) 



Open Dogs (8) 
1 Ch. Davenitch Victorian Turret (Proeber) 
2 Markwell's Matthew Cuthbert (Edwards) 

3 Ula Mauna Glenellen Grand Slam 
(Craemer & Busby) 

4 Sisterwood Hi Top Sneakers (Crosby) 

Winners Dog 
Ch. Davenitch Victorian Turret 

Reserve Winners Dog 
Davenitch Luca's Limelight 

Open Bitches (14) 
1 Davenitch Luca's Bronte (Whan & 

Rogers) 
2 Ch. Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch (Hill) 
3 Phi -Vestavia Ultra Fashen (Sanders & 

Anderson) 
4 Canfield's Tin Lizzie (Pattersons) 

Winners Bitch 
Davenitch Luca's Bronte 

Reserve Winners Bitch 
Ch. Davenitch Breanne of 

Davenitch 

Non-Regular Classes - Entry 1 

Veteran Dogs (1) 
1 Ch. Vestavia's Marcus Aurelius 

(Stockslager) 

-- From Sweden, continued --

To me the greatest aspect of the whole trip was in meeting so many 
knowledgeable dog people tJf many years s randing, including A us tralian and 
New Zealand Cardi lovers, many of whom I have admired and heard so 
much about over the years, but never met. I am certain this vast gathering 
of Cardi people will go down in the history of the Breed for having such a 
vast knowledge, experience and dedicated willingness to learn and share 
from each other. 
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•******* 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * ** ** **** 

BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES 
June 7, 1992 

Rubber City Kennel Club 
Entry of 70 

CH. PHI--VESTA VIA TRUTH OR DARE 
Judge: Paul Slaboda 

Tizzy congratulates her buddy: Phi-Vestavia Full Moon Fever, "Rowdy" 
who placed 1st in his Sweeps class at the Specialty and at Rubber City 
placed 2nd in sweeps, 4th in Regular Class. Rowdy has a wonderful new 
home with Vivian Moran at Raconteur Cardigans. Good Luck Vivian 
and Rowdy! 

Lisa Klepper Jay Phillips 
0 HEART OF GOLD 0 

********************* •*** 
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•******• 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * ** ** **** 

BEST OF BREED 
Rubber City KC - CWCCA Supported Entry 

June 7, 1992 Entry of 133 

CH.PHI-VESTAVIA TRUTHORDARE 
(Am/Can . Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus x Ch. Phi-Vestavia Pic ture Perfect, IT, HCT) 

Judge: Mr. Peter Clifton 

Owned by: 
Lisa Klepper 
Cathy Ochs-Cline 
Jay Phillips 

Bred By: 
Cathy Ochs-Cline 
Patrick O rmos 
Lisa Klepper 

************************** 
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******** 
* * * * * riftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* ... * *• •* **•* 

Tizzy.- GROUP III !!! 

CH. PHI-VESTA VIA TRUTH OR DARE 

Tizzy wants to thank everyone at the Specialty who had such 
lovely thin_gs to say about her and especially thanks to Mr. John 
Connolly for her first group placement! 

HEART OF GOLD 
Lisa Klepper/Jay C. Phillips 

(817) 692-9482 

~************************* 
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•******• 
* * * * * 1'iftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* ... * *• •* *••* 
Phi-Vestavia 

Classv. Correct Cardil!ans with Character 

Rubber City CWCCA SUPPOrted Show 
Best in Sweepstakes and Best of Opposite in Sweepstakes 

left: Ch. Phi-Vestavia Truth or Oare w/C.isa Klepper 
(Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus x Ch. Phi-Vestavia Picture PerfectJ 

ritiht: Phi-Vestavia Waterloo w/Patrick Ormos 
(Ch. Redbud•s Face the Fax ,c Ch. Phi-Vestavia luck Be A C.adYJ 

We are ven, Proud of these two ven, Promisinll YounllSters. Louie 
had to miss the SPeclaltY because he only turned 6 months old on 
SundaY. but he more than made UP for lost time In his showinll on 
SundaY. 
Thank You judsies Paul Slaboda and Peter Clifton for an excePtional 
daY. Consiratulations to Usa Klepper on a trulY astoundinll show! 

Cathy Oehs-Cllne Patrlek Ormos 

************************** 
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•******• 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 
cRaaonteu'i 

Presents ... 

"Baby" 

Raconteur Light in August 
(Ch. Kennebec Scarlett's Hue x Ch . Shiloh's Josie of Raconteur) 

1st Place Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitch 
Rubber City Kennel Club 

Vivian Andre Moran 
7230 Cherrybrook Lane 

Talbott, TN 3 7877 

************************** 
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•******• 
* * * * * rtftieth Anniversary 

* • * *• •* *••* 

***** 

cRaaonteu1i 
Presents ... 

"Our New Man About Town" 

"Rowdy" 
Phi-Vestavia Full Moon Fever 

(Ch. Phi-Vestavia Nautilus x Ch. Phi-Vestavia Pristine) 

!!!FLASH!!! 
Rowdy Wins Best in Sweepstakes 
Houston Kennel Club Supported Show 

Owner: Vivian Andre Moran Breeders: Don & Cecelia 
Williams 

Thanks LL<;a & C.athy 

************************** 
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Letter to the Show Chairpersons 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

August 15, 1992 

:J{o{itfay 
1nn 

Welsh Cardigan Corgi Club of America 
c/o Mr. Bob Caldwell and Helen Jones 
9400 Sperry Rd. 
Kirtland Hills, OH 44060 

Dear Mr. Caldwell and Ms. Jones: 

OnbehalfoftheHOLIDAYINN AKRON/KENT, wewishtothank 
your organization for choosing our hotel to accommodate your 
event in June of 1992. We sincerely hope that your arrangements 
and our participation in your event went the way we had planned. 
From the hotel's point of view, your event was the biggest and most 
organized of the summer and we wished that it could be a monthly 
event, (purely wishful thinking on our part). 
Hopefully our staff was as well mannered as your dogs were. It was 
truly an accomplishment to see so many dogs in one place together 
all under complete control. We had no complaints to speak of 
besides the weather that at times did not want to cooperate fully. 
We hope that the show at Summit County Fairgrounds went as 
smoothly as our end did. We would also like to extend an invitation 
for the Holiday Inn Kent to host your next event in this area. I can 
assure you that we would be honored. 

Most Sincerely, 
Ronald Reiter 
Director of Sales 
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Cardigan Herding Capers 
1992 CWCCA National Specialty AKC 

Herding Tests 
by Nancy Babyak 

As proud as we all were of our Cardigans in the breed and obedience rings 
over the weekend, the opportunity to test our dogs in the herding arena 
proved equally exciting. The two days of testing not only challenged the 
dogs, but also provided plenty of aerobic exercise for their handlers. 
Herding is indeed a team sport! 

Warm congratulations to all those Cardis, and especially their nimble 
owners, who earned legs and/or completed titles over these two days, 
"Cheers" for a job well done go to herding secretary Cathy Ochs-Cline and 
to herding chairperson Elizabeth Davis for orchestrating two days of fun and 
learning. Many thanks are due to the members of the herding committee: 
Aggie de la Garza, Mary Ellen Brown, and Genie Bishop • all of who 
contributed to the smooth running of the tests and clinics. And thank you 
to Anna Kimes and Genie for setting up the delicious lunch buffets each day 
for the starving masses! Lastly, to our hosts at Hado-Bar Farm goes the 
Club's deepest appreciation for opening your grounds to us. 

Pass or fail, whether active participant or observer, most would agree 
that two full days of activity and enjoyment were provided to all. Our special 
guests from the UK and New Zealand especially relished the experience. 
The AKC seems to be the international kennel club leader in offering 
herding certification such as this. Our foreign friends were thrilled to watch 
the Cardis at work at their true vocation. A few were overheard to say it was 
the "highlight" of the weekend! 

Hado-Bar Farm was a lovely site having a large arena with easy viewing, 
plenty of trees offering shady resting places, and cooperative sheep that were 
well attended to. Such details are vital to any successful herding event. 
Over the two days, the schedules were run much the same, with the AKC 
testing taking place in the morning, followed by a working clinic after lunch. 
Each day prior to testing the judge conducted a handlers meeting to review 
the requirements and method of testing. Dogs were brought into the arena 
according to assigned number, and within the test period each handler was 
informed of his/her results. The herding test is truly a "working test", and 
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although each judge may differ in style, the aim of the program appears to 
be one of skill and guidance. Our judges Lisa Kingsley and Chris Burnam 
each did a wonderful job. While carefully judging the performance of the 
dogs, both Lisa and Chris were ever watchful of the livestock. In herding, 
the proper treatment of the livestock is of utmost importance. 

Although the AKC herding program is still in its infancy and very much 
evolving, we can proudly say the CWCCA is up to the task. Our Cardigans 
have not lost their herding ins tine t, and if these two days are a fair indication 
of herding talent, - we are well on our way! 

SEE YA ROUND THE STOCKYARD . .. 

1992 CWCCA National Specialty AKC Tests 
June 7, 1992 

Judge Lisa Kingsley 

Herding Test Qualifiers 

Ch. Aragorn's The Lone Ranger, COX (Burnett) 
Foxtaille's Lavade, TD (de la Garza) 
Ch. Phi-Vestavia Lightnin' Strike (de la Garza) 
Ch. Kollage's Elfin Magic (Wiley) 
Cyfaredd Spike (M. Brown) 
Ch. Kismet's Adobe, CD (Burnett) 

Pre-Trial Test Qualifiers 

Ravynwood's Talisman of Fire (Mesas) 
Deb's Mr. A Milkmoustache, COX, HT (Maley) 
Ch. Vestavia's Firestarter, HT (Mesas) 
Ch. Sandwynne's Henry Monmouth, HT (Dugan) 
Ch. Tracer's Skipper on Deck, HT, CGC (Broscharts) 
Ravynwood's Naughty Nadine, HT (Spies & Mesa) 
Ch. Vestavia's No Dressage (Mesas) 
Finnshavn's Black Ascot, HT (Mesa & Maclnnes) 
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June 8, 1992 
Judge Chris Burnam 

Herding Test Qualifiers 

Foxtaille's Lavade, TD 
Ch. Country Howard Be-Thy-Name, CDX (Klepper) 
Ch. Kismet's Adobe, CD 
Trailwyn Llanbryn Galadriel (B. Brown) 
Rhydowen Steely Dan (Babyak) 
Cyfaredd Spike 
Ch. Redbud's-The Right Stuff, CDX (Klepper) 

Pre .. Trial Test Qualifiers 

Deb's Mr. A. Milkmoustache, CDX, HT 
Ch. Vestavia's No Dressage 
Ch. Sandwynne's Henry Monmouth, HT 
Ravynwood's Talisman of Fire 
Ch. Tracer's Skipper on Deck, HT, CGC 
Ravynwood's Naughty Nadine, HT 
Finnshavn's Black Ascot, HT 
Ch. Vestavia's Fires tarter, HT 
Ch. Kollage's Elfin Magic 
Ch. Aragorn's The Lone Ranger, CDX 
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******** 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * ** ** **** 

1992 National Specialty 
A Family Affair 

(Bill & Sheryl pictured 'With Ch. Phi-Vestavia Spyglw { a.ka Carson} 
&. Gh. Twinroc Tea Rose of Caralan { a.ka Ruby} 

Congratulatioi~s to all and thanks for a wonderfully good time! 
Owners: 
Sheryl & Bill Mills 
2409 Camden Court 
Fla.no, Texas 75075 
214-596-9682 

Breeders: 
Phi-Vestavia. - Ca.thy Ochs-Cline & 

Pa.trick Ormos 
Twinroc - Doris Slaboda. & 

Pat Buerger 

************************** 
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•******* 
* * * * * Tiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 

CARSON 

FIRST TIME OUT-- FIRST LEG -- FIRST PLACE 

·.•~' ♦ •~l"r 
•••• ◄ ► 

.•:~: i 

►•♦·,· 

• •• 
♦ 

,+,.,.i(J i11t
cWCCA 

and then ... 

************************** 
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** *****·k 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* ... * *• ** *••* 

CARSON 

FIRST PLACE 
(Sweepstakes) 

A hearty "Thank You" to Mr. Paul Slaboda for this special recognition. 

and THEN ... 

*********** * ************* 
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•******• 
* * * * * Tiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* ... * *• •* *++* 
CARSON 

BOS 
Rubber City Kennel Club 

June 7, 1992 

CH. PHI-VESTAVIA SPYGLASS 
(Ch. Salvenik Sea Treazure 'lt Gwenlaia Glynit Glyfar) 

Sincerest thanks to distinguished Cardigan breeder and ju~ Mr. Peter Clifton of 
Peterborough, England for this most memorable honor. 
Whelped October 15, 1990 
Exclusively owner-handled to his championship August 10, 1991 
Group II win December l, 1991 
Owners: Sheryl &. Bill Mills Breeders: Cathy Ochs-Cline 

Plano, Texas &. Patrick Ormos 
214-596-9682 

************************** 
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•******• 
* * * * * 'Fiftieth Anniversary * * * * * 

* • * *• •* *••* 

In Memoriam 

Kol/age's Unchained Melody 

Your leaving has left a large hole in our hearts, such promise left 
unfulfilled. nverywhere I see your impish wit, cheerful ways 
and joy of life and miss you more than can be described. In 
time the pain will dull but memories of you will echo through
out our hearts and minds forever. 

Kathy Harper, DVM Cindy Jo Brown, DVM 

*********** * *********** 
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"Open Letter to Cardigan Judges" 
by Paul Slaboda 

As the newly appointed chairman of the CWCCA Public Relations Com
mittee, I've already received letters, calls, comments ect., from the fancy. 
Thank God I understand Corgispeak because one set of comments came 
from a Champion Cardigan who asked me to print them for her. She seemed 
like a nice dog, so I told her I would. The following is commentary from my 
friend, M. 

Dear Judges: 
I am confused. How is it that so many of you keep putting up wide

fronted, double tracking Cardigans over me and others like me who dis
play proper front structure and demonstrate the proper front action (a ten
dency to single-track) as called for in our standard? 

I do my best at every show I attend. I stack, I gait freely and efficiently, 
I bait with enthusiasm and I always put on a good sh ow. I'm beginning to 
develop a complex! Haven't our masters (the people responsible for the 
standard and our breed's welfare) sent you copies of the standard? Haven't 
they sent you a letter describing front-end structure, proper movement 
and told you how important these aspects of our anatomy are? What else 
can they do to make you realize that I and some others are the standard 
and not my double-tracking barrel-chested relatives too many of you keep 
pointing to. I can work in a field all day and n ot get tired. I can herd and 
chase and run with ease because God made me structurally efficient for 
what I was bred to do. I can assure you that my wide-fronted cousins 
couldn't herd for an hour because their inefficient wide fronts would not 
allow them to. 

Even though I'm just a dog, even I can tell that judging is not rocket 
science! If you can read a standard and you watch me move versus my 
bulldog-fronted relatives it should be easy to see the difference unless you 
just don't take my breed seriously and therefore don't care. I hope that's 
not the case, because as dog people I'm sure you want the best example of 
the breed to win. Please take my breed seriously and try to do a more com
petent job. Do not judge "show-records" lest you rubber-stamp someone 
else's mistake. Go with what your eyes tell you - not someone else's paid 
advertisements. Above all, make your own decisions. After all, that's what 
my master paid for - your opinion. 

Well, I feel better now that this is off my correct oval-shaped chest, so I 
better close. Wow, I just found a sock to play with, so I really do have to 
run. Thanks for printing this for me as I still haven 't figured out how to use 
the typewriter. I just can't reach the keys! 

Love & Licks, M. 
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DearM, 
You know for a dog you write a really good letter. Your probably are 

too young to know this, but I've been breeding and showing your kind for 
about 25 years and guess what? I agree with you! I mean, after all M, I 
know you probably hate losing to your bulldog-fronted relatives, but think 
how I feel. I've been telling judges for 20-odd years what's correct. It's like 
walking on a treadmill. You see, M, what happens is many judges do get 
educated and do a fine job, but as new judges come along, the cycle starts 
all over again. Then, of course, it usually takes a good example of the breed 
like yourself to set the right yardstick and not some heavily advertised 
wide-fronted double-tracker. You know M, the more things change, the 
more they stay the same! 

Maybe what's really needed is for the CWCCA to publish a list of judges 
who the Board agrees are top-notch Cardigan judges. That way, when a 
judge's name isn't on that list, he or she will realize they are not doing a 
very dog job. Well, anyway M, it was nice to hear from you and good luck 
in your upcoming shows. Keep in touch. 

Yours in a Common Cause, 
Paul Slaboda 

- Standard continued from page 25 -

ulna will give a straight front-this is a definite type fault in Cardigans. If 
we look from above, in a correct front we will see the feet turn out only 
slightly. Often we see the pastern turn out. This is incorrect and unsound. 
They should be as straight and parallel as possible. 

When viewed from the side, a well constructed front will be placed 
well under the body. The standard asks for well laid-back shoulders, for 
nearly equal length scapula and humerus, and for a shoulder joint angle of 
nearly 90 degrees. To check out shoulder placement drop an imaginary 
line from the base of the ear to the ground. Where does it land? In a Cardi
gan with a good shoulder assembly that line will drop ahead of the front 
legs. If it drops through them, or behind them, then the front is incorrect 
and the shoulder is too straight. Note the standard: "Chest - moderately 
broad with prominent breast bone." 

How many of us are trying to pass off our incorrect fronts as correct? 
We need to breed for the correct front, not settle for what we have. Is the 
standard wrong? In this case, I believe that the standard is right, but few 
dogs conform to it. What do you think? -,f<-
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Ch. Rhydowen Mel Broch O' Gyaki 

r 

V V Honey•• 
Honey set off the fireworks a day late on July 5th taking 
breed under Mr. James T. Bennett (with an entry of 21 
Cardigans) and a Group 3 under Mrs. Alane L. Gomez! 

We plan to breed Honey this winter. 

Gary and Brenda Gyaki 
2600 Burrwood Dr. 

Columbia, MO 65203 
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Baiting Your Owner/Handler 
by Deacon Kleppner 

Taking your well trained owner /handler to a dog show can be both a 
fun and rewarding activity. Obviously an important element during this 
outing is your performance in the ring. I have found that an alert and happy 
human who knows how to bait often leaves a very favorable impression 
with the judge. Although different dogs use a variety of techniques to 
achieve this task, let me share with you some of my thoughts and training 
methods. 

It is important to encourage as much excitement and animation as pos
sible with your show human. Hopefully, he or she will be the type that 
enjoys the hustle and bustle at ringside, as well as socializing with others of 
his kind. Just like dogs, some people have an attitude that exudes enthusi
asm and "upness" at the show, while others present as lackluster and 
unintrigued. Certainly the latter provides a more difficult challenge. Well, 
so much for human temperament. 

In the ring, I have found that pricked ears, wagging tails, and inquisi
tive looks serve as the best stimulus for evoking the desired response in my 
owner/handler. Here it should be noted that my cousin the Pemi finds 
himself at a distinct disadvantage since they have little or no tail to wag. 
That being said, it is my considered opinion that the timing and frequency 
with which I display the above behaviors greatly influences and reinforces 
the type of reaction I get from my human partner. 

It has been my experience that random looks of expression with pricked 
ears, especially when the judge is not looking, brings my owner to a high 
level of agitated excitement. Often he will come to attention as well as jerk, 
twist, bend, and twitch parts of his body in an almost hysteric-like manner 
of anticipation. At times, this is also accompanied by various gurgling and 
hissing sounds with rather goofy facial grins which is commonly referred 
to as expression in humans. This activity I have noticed must also stimulate 
the hunger drive since he will occasionally put a piece of food to his mouth 
yet never really swallow. It seems to me that humans derive a great deal of 
nurturance and comfort from bringing food into the ring. Ironically how
ever, they will at times capriciously pitch these tiny morsels on the ground 
while never thinking to offer a piece to either me or the judge. Commensu
rately, it also makes my human feel more at ease to bring a "transitional 
object" from home to ringside, especially one of my squeaky toys. This, I 
guess, serves as his "security blanket." Here again, I have learned that in 
addition to jerking, twisting, bending, twitching, gurgling, hissing, grin
ning, and eating, a prolonged look of curiosity will also cause him to start 
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squeaking my toy incessantly. This display of expression and behavior 
generally appears to delight and enthuse most judges. 

As an aside, I have noticed that judges as a breed tend to be rather 
amiable but also somewhat impatient and disorganized individuals. Often 
they will take car keys from their pocket and shake them in my face. I have 
concluded that these judges are either late for an appointment and in a 
hurry to finish or that this periodic airing out of the car keys must some
how improve the overall performance of their vehicle. 

In summary then, I must again reiterate that timing is of the utmost 
importance in the baiting response. Never, ever offer pricked ears or in
quisitive looks at the first glance of the judge. Over time this will cause 
your human companion to become lackadaisical and unresponsive to the 
baiting stimuli. Rather, nonchalant glances away, laid back ears, or focus
ing all your attention on the cute little bitch standing behind you when the 
judges are looking, can bring you owner /handler to a fever pitch; making 
him or her work even harder to elicit the desired behavior and expression 
that we Cardis like to see in the show ring. 

I believe that if all you Cardi show fanciers follow these handy little 
tips, your time in the ring may prove to be more fun and exciting. Who 
knows, you and your owner /handler might even come home with some 
pretty colored ribbons. 

About the author: 

Deacon Kleppner (Ch. Rhydowen Top Hat n'Tails) finished his AKC 
Championship in September 1988. He went on to earn his Herding Group 
III Placement in May 1990. To date, he has accumulated 35 Bests of Breed in 
very light showing. 

Other articles and publications written by the author include the fol
lowing: 

1. How to Pick Your First Human-A View From the Whelping Box. 
2. The Joys and Tribulations of Living With the Rare Polynesian/Italian 

Breed of Human. 
3. Judges Who Love Too Much. 
4. Life's A Bitch and Then You're Bred to One. 
5. There Are No Bad Humans, Just Neurotic Ones. 
6. Cardi Mini-paws-Does This Really Means Change of Life? 
7. Male Pattern Baldness in Humans and its Doggie Counterpart, Ter

minal Shedding. 
8. If the Shoe Fits, Chew It. 
9. Blue Merles: Are They Really Depressed? 

10. Emotional Conflict in the Tail-less Corgi, Or the Truth about "Pemi's 
Envy." 
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COREY 

PENN TREATY KENNEL CLUB 

GROUP IT 
JUDGE KENNETH 0. PETERSON 

BEST OF BREED 
(SUPPORTED ENTRY OF 25) 

JUDGE H. JOHANNAH K. OWEN 

OWNERS 
NANCY AND JOHN BABYAK 

KIDWELLY 
15 JANA DRIVE 

WESTON, CT 06883 
(203) 226-8427 
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KIDWELL¥ . •. WE ARE TRUE BLUE! 

CH. RHYDOWEN TOPNOTCHBLU CORIAN 

MULTIPLE GROUP PLACER 

This SUPER BLUE BOY from New England continues to 
WOW'EMin 

the Group Rings of the competitive northeast. 
A clear merle with outstanding structure and movement to match . 

Corey has the crowds "singing for the blue". 
Thank You to Judge Estelle Cohen for this special win in our home 

state and for her enthusiatic praise of our Cardigan-blue. 
Corey lives at home and is shown on a limited basis 

by his owners and Cliff Steele. 

!! FL.ASH!! 
COREY WINS GROUP I 

ROCKLAND COUNTY KC 

BREEDER/CO-OWNER 
RHYDOWEN KENNELS 

PAT SANTI 
215-384-2436 
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KIDWELLY Proudly Introduces Our New Champion: 
CH.* RHYDOWEN STEELY DAN, HC 

(CH. Kentwood Luc x CH. Tydvil's Judi of Rhydowen) 
Breeders: Eileen Oxenbridge and Rhydowen Kennels 

Steely Dan completed his championship in his home state of CT. with a four
point major under Judge Muriel Sonnichsen. Dan was owner-handled by 
either John or Nancy to all his earned points. Hard work and patience. does 
have its reward! · 

Numerous THANKS to ALL of Dan's friends who never waived in their love 
and support. A special Thank You to Jan, Pat, and Laurie for being there 
and sharing the day. 

And to Pat - THANK YOU THANK YOU THANK YOU - for always saying 
we could do it , and above all for letting Dan come home with us on that rainy 
October night (we know he was hard to let go). 

Dan is our First and will always be OUR NUMBER ONE CARDIGAN!! 

NANCY AND JOHN BABYAK 
KIDWELL¥ 

15 JANA DRIVE 
WESTON, CT 06883 

(203) 226-8427 
*awaiting AKC Confirmation 
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ANNOUNCING 
THE 

RHYDOWEN SPECIALS TEAM 
OF 

GROUP PLACERS 

The Coast-To-Coast Roster 

From New England - Our "YANKEE BLUE" .. . 

CH.RHYDOWENTOPNOTCHBLUCORIAN 
COREY is coached by Nancy and John Babyak 

From the Mid-Atlantic - Our "LIBERTY BELLE" . .. 

CH. RHYDOWEN REMY JULIENNE 
REMY is coached by Patricia Rumsey 

From the South - "MISS SCARLETT O'HARA IN BLACK" ... 

CH. RHYDOWEN ELITE DESIGNER 
LITTIE is coached by Sue Stockslager 

From the Mid-West - Our "SHOW-ME-GIRL" ... 

CH. RHYDOWEN MEL BROCH O'GYAKI 
HONEY is coached by Gary and Brenda Gyaki 

From the West Coast - Our "ALASKAN GOLD MINE" ... 

CH. BELUKHA COSETIE OF RHYDOWEN 
COSETTE is coached by S. & P. Peterson 

AND ... Our "HOME TOWN CASANOVA" ... 

CH. KENTWOOD LUC 
LUKE is coached by Pat Santi and Jan Siragusa 

WATCH FOR THE TEAM AT HOME AND AWAY!!! 
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CH. RHYDOWEN REMY JULIENNE 

This beautiful bitch finished her Championship one DelVal 
Specialty weekend with three 5-pt. maJors. 

Was bred to Ch. Kentwood Luc & produced: 
Ch. Aberdare Mr. Pip of Rhydowen 
Ch. Aberdare Rhydowen My Fashen 
and "Petie" with Mary Zink with 14 points 

Congrats to Miles (My Fashen) on his BOB's & being pulled in Group. 
to "Petie" for his majors on vr. circuit & BOB over specials. 
and "Pip" is coming out soon -

"Remy" went to York KC~ entry 21 Cardigans 
and onto Group 4 in a strong over 200 dog Group! 

Owned and adored by: 
Patricia Rumsey & Jay Spancake 

Aberdare Cardigans 

Watch for Remy at the shows with her breeder Pat Santi 
They both smile! 
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CH.* RHYDOWEN DESIGNER GENES 

''Velvet" 
I had to go to 3 shows this summer - I won two 4-point majors -

now, Pat I'm fin ished for sure! 

"Velvet's" kids are: 
by Ch. Rhydowen Meriadoc Thain: 

Int. Ch. Rhydowen Elite Designer - CWCCA BOS/Group Winner 
Ch. Rhydowen Remy Julienne - Group Placer 

and by Ch. Rhydowen Philadelphia Flash: 
Ch. Rhydowen Arthur 
Ch. Rhydowen Black Flash Bentley 

and others with 13 Pts. & 6 pts. 

!!! FLASH !!! 
VELVET HAS 6 PUPPIES BY CH. KENTWOOD LUC 

3 MALES, 3 FEMALES-BORN SEPTEMBER 14, 1992 

Velvet is adored and owns: 
Pat Santi - Jan Siragusa 

RHYDOWEN/SW ANSEA KENNELS 
215- 384- 2436 
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RHYDOWEN CYMRU'S HAPPY LASS 

Shown winning 2nd in a large BBE class at the 
National 

"Cymru" went to a show in New Jersey in August -
Won WE-BOW-BOB over specials for a major 

Then pulled in Group 

This "Happy Lass" is sired by Ch. Kentwood Luc 
Dam: CH. Rhydowen Don't Worry I'm Happy 

She is winning hearts & ribbons. 
Watch for our tail-wagging Happy Lass at the shows! 

Adored & owned by 
Irene & Kene F'ar1~ance 
Wilmington, Delaware 
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RHYDOWENFORTUNECOOKIE 

CH. Vennwoods Wulluce x CH. Rhydowen Irish Lace 

Winning 5 points at DelVal Specialty handled by 
co-owner BARBARA GRAVATT 

Watch for Coohie & Barbara 

Cookie will be bred this fall to: 
CH. RHYDOWEN BARRY DELAFAYE'ITE 

Cookie's person: 
BARBARA GRAVA 'IT 
239 Thompson Ave. 
Paulsboro, NJ 08066 

I IJ 

Co-owner: 
Pat Santi 
Rhydowen/Swansea 



STOP THE PRESSES 

C, 

0~ ~~ 
~~ ~a 

VO 01>. 
~i> ¼ 
~ HALT ALL SCIENTIFIC EXPEDITIONS '/J 

"NESSIE" 
HAS BEEN FOUND IN THE USA! 

Springshire Blue Nessie 

Thank you Ed & Nancy Warczak for allowing us to co-own 
"Nessie." 

Yes, she lives up to her name! 

"Nessie" can be seen at Rhydowen in Pennsylvania 
No appointment necessary! 

Pat Santi - Jan Siragusa 
Rd #6, Union Road, Box 458 

Coatesville, PA 19320 
215-384-2436 

Photo by Ed Warczak 
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CH. RHYDOWEN TOP HAT N' TAILS 

BUTCH'S GRANDSON 
(CH. SWANSEA GOOD NITE) 

1 
f 

This handsome black and white Group placing Cardi has 
charmed many judges and dog fanciers alike. His "presence" and 
personality both inside a11d outside the ring are truly undeni
able. 

!!!FLASH!!! 
Deacon will be bred to Pogo's daughter, Ch. Rhydowen Blu 

Tootsie (Tootie), so get in line for your little blue Dooties! 

Owner/Handler: 
John F. Kleppner 

82 McKean Ave. 
Donara, PA 15033 
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CH. RHYDOWEN DON'T WORRY I'M 
HAPPY 

(CH. Venwoods Wulluce x CH. Rhydowen Rhondda) 

Don't worry I'm thrilled! Sorry to borrow a part of your name 
Happy, but thanks to Pat and Jan I also own a part of you! 
Once again, thank you both for this wonderful opportunity. 

Look for a planned breeding between that stunning CH. 
Rhydowen Peanut Butterpup (Brodie) and this super little bitch. 

Butterpuppies will be coming soon! 
P.S. 

Brodie is also my kid! 

Owner: Rhydowen Kennels 
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Champlain Valley Kennel Club 
Yankee Cardigan Welsh Corgi Club 

Supported Show 
July11,1992 

Regular Classes - Entry 13 (6-3-3-1) 
Judge: Nigel Aubrey-Jones 

Best of Breed 
Ch. Rhydowen Topnotchblu Corian (Babyaks & 

Rhydowen) 

Best of Opposite/Best of Winners/Winners Bitch 
Lynfferm Sea Witch (Hutchinson) 

Winners Dog 
Rhydowen Petrel of Gemaire (Zink) 

Reserve Winners Dog 
Soper' s Fringe Benefit (Soper) 

Reserve Winners Bitch 
Cardach's Daisy of Eirian (Richards & Bishop) 
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BACK TO BACK NATIONAL SPE 

AM./CAN. CH. CEARA's 

Breanne took Best of Winners at the CWCCA 50th National Spe
cialty and finished her American championship with three 4 and 5 
point majors and five Best of Breeds along the way. 

Thank you, Judge Andrea Temus. 

"We feed and recommend Science Diet." 

Owner-Handled 

Ceara Cardigans 
Kym A. Hill 
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CIALTIES - WINNER'S BITCH 

BREANNE OF DAVENITCH 

Breanne was busy in Canada also! Finishing her Canadian Champi
onship in three weekends, including Winners Bitch at the 1992 
Canadian National Specialty. 

Brea is now taking a break for awhile. But watch for her to show as 
a Special in the future. 

Works ... 

"We feed and recommend Science Diet." 

Owner-Handled 

and Performs. 
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5505 Sherman Drive 
McHenry, IL 60050 

815-385-9239 



AM./CAN. CH. LoMooR's Lo 

Logan finished his Canadian Championship in three weekends. On 
his way to completing his C.D. title he placed 1st in Novice B each 
time he competed and won High in Trial his second show with a socre 
of 198. His last leg was earned when he again went High in Trial with 
a score of 196 1h. 

Ceara Cardigans 
Kym A. Hill 
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RIDER, CAN. C.D./AM. C.D.X. 

Ch. Lomoors Christopher Robin x Ch. Lomoor Davenitch Her Majesty 

Logan is shown winning a Fourth Place in the Stud Dog class at the 
1992 CWCCA 50th National Specialty. Logan has sired two litters 
so far. Several puppies are very close to finishing. Most have all their 
majors won in tough cornpetion. 

Works ... 

OF A Good, Eyes Certified, 

Thyroid Tested Negative. 

Stud inquiries welcome. 

"We feed and recommend Science Diet." 

and Performs. 

5505 Sherman Drive 
McHenry, IL 60050 

815-385-9239 
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Canadian Cardigan Corgi Club 
National Specialty Show 

July 11, 1992 

Best of Breed 
Am/Can. Ch. Phi-Vestavia Pirate's Patch (Hoffman) 

Best of Opposite Sex 
Can. Ch. Ffallian Finnshavn Lisbeth (Macinnes) 

Best of Winners 
Finnshavn Aelwyd Surpriz Pkg 

Best Puppy in Breed 
Finnshavn Aelwyd Surpriz Pkg 

Best in Puppy Sweepstakes 
Cearphilly Blue Mordred 

Best of Opposite in Puppy Sweepstakes 
Robinhood Nothin' But Blue Sky 

Best in Veteran Sweepstakes 
Can Ch. Bawyni's Long Shot Liam 

Best of Opposite in Veteran Sweep stakes 
Am/Can. Ch. Finnshavn's Julia Jarvis (Edwards) 

Regular Classes - Entry 29 (8-13-7-1) 
Judge Maureen Burrell 

Senior Puppy Dogs, 9-12 (5) 
1 Finnshavn Aelwyd Surpriz Pkg 

(Bain) 
2 Happy's Carter (Volkman) 
3 Merrymoon's Black Tie N'Tails 

(Lister) 
4 Pencader Gareth (Hill & Lambert) 
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Junior Puppy Bitch, 6-9 Months (1) 
1 Merrymoon's Class Act (Hoffman) 

Senior Puppy Bitches, 9-12 Months (3) 
1 Robinhood Nothin' But Blue Sky 

(Saunders) 
2 Finnshavn Life on the Center 

(Maclnnes) 
3 Pencader Gwen Debut De Norruss 

(Shearing) 



Canadian Bred Dog (1) 
1 Pencader Fychan-Bach (Pomeroy) 

Bred-By Exhibitor Dog (1) 
1 St's Dudley Do Right (Cone) 

Open Dog (1) 
1 Contee's A Cowboy (Bruton) 

Winners Dog 
Finnshavn Aelwyd Surpriz Pkg 

Reserve Winners Dog 
Happy's Carter 

12-18 Month Bitch (1) 
1 St's We Got Da Right One 

Canadian Bred Bitch (1) 
1 Sar's Lilting Song Ab Pencaer (Cone) 

Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitch (1) 
1 T railwyn Bealehouse Electra 

(Clifford) 

Open Bitch (3) 
1 Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch (Hill) 
2 Cardach Happy's Fyxsen (Volkman) 
3 Sar's Tri Star Ab Pencader (Edwards) 

Winners Bitch 
Ceara's Breanne of Davenitch 

Reserve Winners Bitch 
Merrymoon's Class Act 

Puppy Sweepstakes - Entry 13 (6-7) 
Judge: Karen Anne Harbert 

Senior Puppy Dogs, 9-12 months (5) 
1 Happy's Carter (Volkman) 
2 Pencader Gareth (Hill & Lambert) 
3 Merrymoon Buccaneer At Mazara 

(Mazurkiewicz) 
4 Merrymoon's Black Tie N'Tails 

(Lister) 

Dogs, 12-18 months (1) 
1 Cearphilly Blue Mordred (Bruder) 

Junior Puppy Bitch, 6-9 (1) 
1 Merrymoon's Class Act (Hoffman) 

Senior Puppy Bitches, 9-12 months (3) 
1 Robinhood Nothin' But Blue Sky 

(Saunders) 
2 Finnshavn Life on the Center 

(Macinnes) 
3 Pencader Gwen Debut De Norruss 

(Shearing) 

Bitches, 12-18 months (3) 
1 Ceara 's Breanne of Davenitch (Hill) 
2 Trailwyn Bealehouse Electra 

(Cliffo rd) 
3 St's We Got Da Right One (Cone) 

Veteran Sweepstakes - Entry 6 (1-5) 

Males, 10 years & over (1) 
1 Can. Ch. Bawyni 's Long Shot Liam 

(Ragsdale) 

Females, 7-9 years (1) 
1 Am/Can. Ch. Markwell' s Genevieve, 

CD (Edwards) 
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Females, 10 years & over (4) 
1 Am/ Can. Ch. Finnshavn's Julia Jarvis 

(Edwards) 
2 Am/ Can. Ch. Bawyni's Sweet Molly 

McGee (Macinnes) 
3 Am / Can. Ch. Finnshavn Dandelion 

Wine (Bain & Macinnes) 
4 Am/Can/Bd. Ch. Aelwyd Finnshavn 

Moonshine (Macinnes) 



Green Mountain Dog Club 
CWCCA Supported Show 

July 12, 1992 

Best of Breed 
Ch. Rhydowen Topnotchblu Corian 

(Babyaks & Rhydowen) 

Best of Opposite Sex 
Ch. Soper's Beau Breezy, CD, HT (Hitchners) 

Best of Winners 
Rhydowen Petrel of Gemaire (Zink) 

Regular Classes - Entry 11 (5-2-2- 2) 
Judge: J. Robert Page 

Puppy Dogs (2) 
1 Chandler's Pluperfect Popgun 

(Cunliffe, DeBeck & Kimes) 
2 Sopers Blue Wgn Trisum (Roessiger 

& Soper) 

Bred-By-Exhibitor Dogs (1) 
1 Soper's Fringe Benefit (Soper) 

Open Dogs (2) 
1 Rhydowen Petrel of Gemaire (Zink) 
2 Llynfferm Lil Bit Nautical (Alford) 

Winners Dog 
Rhydowen Petrel of Gemaire 

Reserve Winners Dog 
Llynfferm Lil Bit Nautical 
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Bred-By-Exhibitor Bitches (1) 
1 Cardach' s Daisy of (Richac ' 

& Bishop) 

Open Bitches (1) 
1 Davenitch Hl\1$ ·atalie (DeBed & 

Cunningham) 

Winners Bitch 
Davenitch HMS atalie 

Reserve Winners Bitch 
Cardach's Daisy of Eirian 
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Phi-Vestavia 
ClassY. Correct Cardigans with Character 

Canadian National SPecialw Best of Breed 

Am/Can. Ch. Phi-Vestavia Pirate's Patch - "DYian" 
(Ch. Joseter GeefaK K Ch. Kentwood LimethJ 

DYian was the Nurnber One Card~an in Canada for 1991. He continued his 
father's tradition bY sliPPinsi down to the States for 'l shows, winninsi Best of 
Winners at each one to finish his Arnerican CharnPionshiP undefeated. 
Pictured below is DYian winninst the Stud Dosi class at the Canadian National with 
his younsi children: left to ristht: Can. Ch. Mernirnoon Buccaneer of Mazara. Can. 
Ch. MerrYrnoon's Black Tie N' Tails, and MerrYrnoon's Class Act. 

Consiratulations to DYian's owner. Barbara Hoffrnan and sPeclal thanks to DYian's 
handler. Linda Mazurkiewicz. who also handled Rupert for us last Year in Canada. 
DYian PUPPies born SePternber 25 out of Am/Can. Ch. Rikarlo's American Phi. 
Inquiries to Patrick Or CathY, Please. 
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Phi-Vestavia 
ClassY. Correct Cardiaans with Character 

Proudly Presentine the Old Man --

Am. Ch. Joseter Geefax. JW. HC 
What can I say about Jeepers? He has been the /~ht of my life since the day he 
arrived from £nllland 4 Years allo. £vernhinl1 /Je has done has been special in 
somewaY. 

American Show Career: 
Kanadasruta KC - 9/88 
Onandalfa KC - 9/88 
Finder Lakes KC - 9/88 
Rock Creek KC • 1 0/88 
Laurel Hilfhlands KC· 10/88 
IJiriiinia KC - 4/89 
OellJal SPedaltY • 5/89 
CWCCA National - 6/92 

BOW 
WO 
WO 
BOW 
BOW 
BOB 
2nd Veteran Dolf 

S Pts. 
5 Pts. 
4 Pts. 
I pf. 
4 PtS. 

Best in Veteran Sweepstakes 

Jeepers kids continue to do well at the National This Year his daUl1hter was 
Reserve Winners Bitch. Many of the dOlts and bite/Jes winninlt over the weekend 
were his llrandc/Jildren. 
The old man is Permanently retired from the show rine. His Best in Sweeps is now 
a wonderful memory and one I will lo/111 cherish. It was well worth the dirfY looks 
he Slave me while I was trimminll his feet! Thank You to everYone who applauded 
him at the Special!Y. It made my daY comP!ete to know that /Je has fans in the 
fanCY. £speciaffy - thanks to Jeepers - for everY!/Jinll!! 
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Phi-Vestavia 
ClassY. Correct Cardif!ans with Character 

Salutin!! the One Who Staved Home --

Am/Can. Ch. Salvenik Sea Treasure "RuPert" 
Because of all the Males we took to the SPecialtY. Mr. RuPert had to stay 
home. Even thouJ!h he wasn't there - his Presence was certainly felt. His 
ProJ!enY were responsible for most of the major awards won durinJ! the 
Jubilee weekend. 

CWCCA Best in SweePstakes - siranddawthter 
CWCCA Best of Opposite in Sweepstakes • llrandson 
6-9 Doll Sweepstakes class winner - sirandson 
9-12 Bitch Sweepstakes class winner • daullhter 
12-15 Bitch Sweepstakes Class - I st-4th - iirandauahters 
CWCCA Winners Dosi. Winners Bitch, Best of Winners • sirandch!ldren 
CWCCA Reserve Winners Dosi - llrandson 
CWCCA Awards of Merit - one son, one sirandawthter 
RCKC Best in Sweepstakes - siranddawther 
RCKC Winners Dosi, Winners Bitch, Best of Winners - sirandcht!dren 
RCKC Reserve Winners Doll and Bitch - sirandch!ldren 
RCKC Best of Breed - llranddaullhter 
RCKC Best of OPPOSite Sex • son 

RuPert remains at stud in VirJ!inia in his retirement home with Connie 
Davis. We would esPeciallY like to thank Connie Whan for finishinJ! RuPert. 
breedinJ! him to some lovelY bitches and for helPinJ! make manY of the 
above Jubilee SPecialtY winners Possible. 

RuPert is owned b : 
Patriek Ormos & Cathy Oehs-Cline 
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The Cardigan Welsh Corgi Club 
of America, Inc. 

- Officers 

President 
Robert Caldwell (216) 256-3343 

9400 Sperry Road 
Kirtland Hills, OH 44060 

1st Vice President 
Margaret Sullivan (310) 459-5113 

1042 El Medio Place 
Pacific Palisages, CA 90272 

2nd Vice President 
Doris Slaboda 

17903 West Strack 
Spring, TX 77379 

Recording Secretary 

(713) 320-0192 

Deborah Burnett (602) 820-8455 
1040 E. Calle de Arcos 
Tempe, AZ 85284 

Corresponding Secretary 
Kathy Harper, DVM (404) 797-3689 

75 Jefferson Circle 
Athens, GA 30601 

Treasurer 
Edwidge Stuve (612) 447-8582 

6383 West 147th Street 
Prior Lake, MN 55372 

AKC Delegate 
Genie Bishop (609) 758-8557 

13 Hockamick Road 
Cookstown, NJ 08511 

- Board of Directors 

Jean Clifford 
7851 Oatka Trail 
LeRoy, NY 14482 

(716) 768-7802 

Ginny Conway (713) 855-4163 
14511 Trophy Club Road 
Houston, TX 77095-3420 

Pamela Lowell (608) 754-8154 
Rt. 6, 2833 City Highway 14 West 
Janesvi lle, WI 53545 

Vivian Moran (614) 587-2117 
7230 Cherrybrook Lane 
Talbott, TN 27877 

Cathy Ochs-Cline (703) 758-9651 
11306 Geddys Court 
Res ton, VA 22091 
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Phi-Vestavia 
ClassY. Correct Cardi~ns with Character 

He's Here ••• 
The Blue that Sets the Standard 

Eni!. Ch. Beckrow Blue Cedar. JW 

"Woody" 

Woody has won 30 Challenge Certificates (under thirW differ
ent ;udges!J and has earned a Reserve Best in Working Group -
the hi!!hest award ever achieved bY a Cardi!!an in England. 
Woody is the toP-winning blue merle in English historY. 

Welcome to America WoodY! 
Woody is at stud with CathY in Vir!!inia 

lmPortedandownedbY 
Cathy Ochs-Cline, Patrick Orn10s, Sheryl Mills & Sandra Tonky n 

<J~'f""<lo.HU«.h, s~ 
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Jubilee &pecialty 
liie,h in Trial 

Aramora Coedwig Whata Gadget 
· Gadget was drafted from the Coedwig Camp at 7 weeks of age. 

She immediately began puppy basic training. After a short 11-month 
training camp, we hoped she was ready for the Specialty. Gadget 
didn't let us down and won High in Trial with a score of 195 from 
Novice B. The CWCCA Golden Anniversary Specialty was her first 
AKC show. 

ARAMORA 
Kerry & Janice Tesch 
414-465-9592 

2610 Mary Jo Ct. 
Green Bay, WI 54311 
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